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ifiSlBACI 
The Gros Ventre canyon is located in northwestern Wyoming, 
approximately 15 km. northeast of the town of Jackson. The canyon 
is bounded by the Mt. Leidy Highlands to the north, the Wind River 
Range to the east, the Gros Ventre Range to the south and the 
Jackson Hole Basin to the west. The study area includes a large 
portion of the drainage of the Gros Ventre River and the lower 
reaches of its tributary streams. The four glaciated canyons 
recognized are: Gros Ventre canyon, Crystal Creek canyon, East 
Miner Creek canyon and West Miner Creek canyon. 
Detailed field mapping and air photo interpretation revealed at 
least three major episodes of glaciation within the area, 
represented by numerous moraine complexes and associated 
glaciofluvial terraces. An informal allostratigraphic nomenclature 
(NACSN, 1-983) was developed and correlated both locally and 
regionally. Unit designation and description are based on 
preservation of moraine morphology, downvalley extent of deposits, 
spatial relationships of moraines and terraces and soil 
developement. 
Three allogroups, the "Upper Canyon group", "Middle Canyon 
group" and "Lower Canyon group", were defined. Relative dating 
parameters allowed subdivision of both the Upper and Middle Canyon 
groups into three alloformations, tentatively correlated to the Pre- 
Bull Lake (oldest), Bull Lake, and Pinedale (youngest) glaciations 
of the Rocky Mountain Glacial Model of west-central Wyoming. One 
alloformation was designated for the Lower Canyon group and 
tentatively correlated to the Pre-Bull Lake glaciation. 
A detailed pebble and heavy mineral provenance investigation 
was performed on till and selected outwash deposits to aid in 
reconstructing the ice deployment patterns during each glaciation 
represented in the area. In addition, the pebble and heavy mineral 
assemblages of tills located in the Jackson Hole Basin were 
determined and compared to the data collected in the Gros Ventre 
canyon. 
The provenance data indicate that the Pinedale and Bull Lake 
glaciers derived material only from the Gros Ventre drainage basin 
and originated in the cirques of individual source canyons. Pindale 
and Bull Lake i.ce deployment patterns were characterized by seperate 
lobes of ice which were confined to, or extended slightly beyond, 
their individual canyons.  The glaciers occupying the upper Gros 
Ventre and Crystal Creek canyons spread laterally into foot glaciers 
near their terminal positions. 
The pebble and heavy minal assemblages suggest markedly 
different Pre-Bull Lake glacial flow patterns. The presence of 
intrusive igneous and metamorphic pebbles in the Pre-Bull Lake Upper 
and Middle Canyon drifts requires an input of material 
(i.e. Precambrian rocks) from outside the Gros Ventre drainage 
basin. These exotic lithologies were probably incorporated by the 
divide crossing of outlet glaciers from an ice cap centered on the 
Gros Ventre and Wind River Ranges. In addition, the presence of 
Tertiary extrusive pebbles (rholite, andesite, basalt) and abundant 
epidote in the Pre-Bull Lake Lower Canyon drifts and the Jackson 
Hole tills indicates upvalley flow of»^ldb'e of ice emanating from 
the Pre- Bull Lake glacier occupying the Jackson Hole Basin. 
INTRODUCTION 
Objectives 
The four primary objectives of this study in the Gros Ventre 
canyon, Teton County, Wyoming, are: (1) produce a map of the 
Quaternary geology of the area, (2) assign relative ages to the 
glacial deposits, (3) reconstruct the ice deployment during each 
stage of glaciation and (4) determine the source area of the glacial 
deposits.  These objectives were attained by means of detailed field 
mapping, air photo interpretation, pebble and heavy mineral 
provenance of the glacial deposits and quantitative statistical 
analyses. 
Location 
The Gros Ventre canyon is situated in the Teton National Forest 
of northwestern Wyoming, between 43 39' and 43 30'N latitude and 
110°37' and 110°10'W longitude, approximately 24.2 km. (15 mi) 
northeast of the town of Jackson (fig. 1). The study area includes 
an approximately 265.5 sq.km. (100 sq.mi.) section of the Gros 
Ventre canyon and the lower reaches of its tributary canyons.  It 
extends from a point 8.1 km. (5 mi.) upstream of the confluence of 
t 
Figure 1.  Location of the study area. 
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the Gros Ventre River and Fish Creek to the mouth of the Gros Ventre 
canyon at Kelly, Wyoming (fig. 2). This area encompasses a narrow 
belt along a M3.5 km. (27 mi.) section of the Gros Ventre canyon. 
In the area of Crystal Creek the study area was extended slightly 
southward to include the extensive deposits in this region. The 
entire study area is readily accessible by the Gros Ventre Road and 
various park service access roads with a non-four wheel drive 
vehicle. 
Physiography 
The Gros Ventre canyon lies in the Middle Rocky Mountain 
Physiographic Province and is bounded by the Mt. Leidy Highlands to 
the north, the Gros Ventre Range to the south, the Wind River Range 
to the east, and the JaGkson Hole Basin to the west.  In general, 
the area is characterized by broad, flat valleys surrounded by 
gently rolling ridges of moderate elevation.  In the study area, the 
canyon trends generally southeast-northwest and slopes toward the 
northwest.  The area exhibits 711* m. (2100 ft.) of relief, with a 
topographic high of 2992 m. (8800 ft.) on Bacon Ridge and a low of 
2278 m. (6700 ft.) near the town of Kelly. 
The valley's present morphology was produced prijnacily by two 
processes: glaciation with associated fluvial action and mass 
wasting. Successive glaciations produced large cirques at the 
headwaters of Fish Creek, Gros Ventre River, Crystal Creek, and East 
Turpin Cr. 
To Moron 
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Figure 2.  Detailed map of the study area. 
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and West Miner Creeks; U-shaped valley profiles in the upper reaches 
of all glaciated canyons; truncated spurs; and large hummocky 
moraine deposits. Meltwater associated with glaciations filled the 
valley floor with gravel producing broad, flat alluvial plains; 
multiple terrace levels; and deposited silts and clays where lakes 
were dammed behind terminal moraines. 
Mass wasting, principally in the form of landslides and 
mudflows, occurs extensively in the study area (fig. 3)- Movement 
occurs along dipslopes in response to saturation of the Upper and 
Lower Cretaceous benthonic siltstones and .claystones (Keefer, et. 
al., 1956). The slides present a special problem to this research 
in that the slide material, and the lakes that are sometimes dammed 
behind them, may obscure critical deposits and are sometimes 
difficult to differentiate from glacially derived sediments. 
Bedrock Geology 
Blackwelder's (1911, 1915) studies of the phosphate deposits of 
the Permian Phosphoria Formation resulted in the initial 
stratigraphic and structural interpretations of the Gros Ventre 
drainage basin. Subsequently, particular areas of the canyon have 
been studied by Love (19*17), Love and others (1945,1951), Swenson 
~"**V       (1949), Foster (1947) .Nelson,et.al. (1943) and Rohrer (1969). A 
generalized bedrock map of the entire study area and surrounding 
regions has been compiled by McMannis (1956). The bedrock in the 
Figure 3. Location of major mass movement deposits in the Gros 
Ventre canyon (After Keefer, et.al., 1956). 
Gros Ventre drainage basin ranges in age from Precambrian to late 
Tertiary. A generalized bedrock map appears in figure 4. 
In the Gros Ventre drainage basin, Precambrian rocks crop out 
only at the heads of Crystal Creek and Fish Creek canyons. Detailed 
descriptions of these units are lacking, however, Swenson (1949) 
noted a considerable diversity in rock types including various 
schists, granite and granite gneiss cut by intrusives.  The outcrop 
pattern of Precambrian rocks (fig. 4) indicates that only the* 
headwater areas of Crystal Creek and Fish Creek can supply intrusive 
igneous and metamorphic rocks to deposits in the study area unless 
divide crossing of ice from the Gros Ventre Range or upvalley flow 
from Jackson Hole occurred during glaciation. 
The remainder of the rock sequence cropping out in the Gros 
Ventre drainage basin is composed of sedimentary units which range 
from Cambrian to Tertiary in age (fig. 4). Paleozoic units are 
mainly marine, fine to medium-grained elastics and carbonates which 
were deposited during a transgressive/regressive sequence. Mesozoic 
units consist of mixed continental and marine limestones, shale, 
siltstones and sandstones. Cenozoic rocks are mainly sandstone, 
conglomerate and possibly tuff which are entirely continental. 
Cambrian to Tertiary sedimentary rocks crop out throughout the Gros 
Ventre basin and therefore are present in all the glacial deposits 
of the study area. 
It is important to note that with the exception of minor tuff 
deposits, volcanic rocks are absent from the Gros Ventre drainage 
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Figure k.     Generalized bedrock map of the Gros Ventre drainage basin 
and adjacent areas. 
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basin.  In addition, volcanics are absent in the Gros Ventre Range, 
adjacent to the headwaters of the major glaciated canyons. This 
indicates that volcanic rocks (except tuff) found in deposits within 
the study area must have originated outside the Gros Ventre drainage 
basin and could not have been transported into the basin by divide 
crossing during glaciation.  Since volcanics (rhyolite, andesite, 
basalt) are present in the Jackson Hole basin (fig. k), upvalley 
flow of Jackson Hole glaciers into the Gros Ventre canyon is a 
possible mechanism for their emplacement. 
12 
PREVIOUS WORK 
Regional Glaciation: The Rocky Mountain Glacial Model 
The model for glaciation in the Rocky Mountains was developed 
by mapping the distinctive glacial geomorphology in and around the 
Wind River Mountains in western Wyoming (Mears, 1974). The initial 
work was performed by Blackwelder (1915) and subsequently modified 
by Richmond (1948, 1957, 1962, 1964, 1965, 1976), Holmes (1949), 
Moss (1949, 1951) and Holmes and Moss (1956^. The chronology 
developed in Wyoming was then correlated to glacial deposits in the 
Front Range of Colorado (Benedict, 1967, 1968, 1973; Madole, 1976, 
1980; Nelson, et.al., 1979; Richmond, 1960a), Glacier National Park 
of Montana (Richmond, 1960b), La Sal Mountains of Utah (Richmond, 
1964b), and Yellowstone National Park (Pierce, et.al., 1976; 
Richmond, 1972, 1976). Mears (1974) summarized all pre-existing 
literature on the glacial chronology of the Rocky Mountains and 
termed it "The Rocky Mountain Glacial Model". Table 1 summarizes 
the developement of the Rocky Mountain Glacial Model and selected 
regional correlations. 
The five stages of glaciation recognized in the Rocky Mountain 
region are: Washakie Point, Cedar Ridge, Sacagewea Ridge, Bull Lake 
and Pinedale. Similarities in geomorphic form and lithology of 
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Table 1. Developement of the Rocky Mountain Glacial Model and 
selected regional correlations. 
Washakie Point, Cedar Ridge and Sacagewea Ridge deposits make them 
indistinguishable unless they are superimposed (Richmond, 1965). 
Therefore, they are commonly grouped together and termed the "Pre- 
Bull Lake glaciations". 
Pre-Bull Lake Glaciations 
Blackwelder (1915) assigned the name "Buffalo" to what he 
considered to be the oldest glacial deposits in the Rocky Mountains. 
The type section for these deposits is located along the Buffalo 
Fork of the Snake River in Jackson Hole. Holmes and Moss (1955) 
defined two substages for this glaciation based on the correlation 
of terraces to assumed "Buffalo" tills in the northwestern Wind 
River Mountains. Richmond (1957, 1962, 1964, 1965, 1976) again 
modified Blackwelder's "Buffalo Stage" after finding three 
superimposed Pre-Bull Lake tills separated by thick soils in the 
eastern Wind River Range. He redefined the "Buffalo Stage" as three 
separate glaciations:  (oldest to youngest) Washakie Point, Cedar 
Ridge and Sacagewea Ridge which he tentatively correlated with the 
Nebraskan, Kansan and Illinoian glaciations, respectively. The term 
"Buffalo Stage" was discarded because the type "Buffalo till" was 
0 
found to be Pinedale or possibly late Bull Lake in age (Richmond, 
1976). 
According to Richmond (1965), the Washakie Point and Cedar 
Ridge glaciers flowed independently of the shallow immature valleys 
and in the Northern and Middle Rocky Mountains, coalesced in the 
15 
basins to form large piedmont lobes. Sacagewea Ridge glaciers were 
confined to canyons cut during the Cedar Ridge - Sacagewea Ridge 
interglacial and were more extensive than the earlier glaciations. 
Richmond (1957,1965) described the Pre-Bull Lake drifts as 
sheet-like deposits which occur above and beyond the outer limits of 
the Bull Lake glaciation. Pre-Bull Lake deposits generally lack 
morainal topography and have a patchy distribution. Surface 
boulders are rare and highly weathered and consist entirely of 
resistant lithologies including quartz, chert and dense siliceous 
rocks. Pre-Bull Lake soils have commonly been stripped, but where 
present, are strongly developed with thick reddish B-horizons and 
characteristic Cca horizons (Richmond, 1965). Beneath the weathered 
zone, fresh till tends to be more compact and contain more silt and 
clay than younger tills. 
Tentative dates for Pre-Bull Lake glaciations have been 
assigned using K-Ar dates of associated rhyolite flows from 
Yellowstone National Park. Pierce; et. al. (1976) indicate a 
possible age of 600,000 years B.P. for the Cedar Ridge glaciation 
and a minimum age of 290,000 years B.P. for Sacagewea Ridge. Dates 
of 180,000 years B.P. and 120,000 years B.P. have been obtained for 
the Sacagewea Ridge - Bull Lake interglacial. No absolute dates 
have been obtained for the Washakie Point glaciation. 
Bull Lake Glaciation 
The less extensive Bull Lake stage, named by Blackwelder (1915) 
for its type section near Bull Lake, Wyoming, followed the three 
16 
Pre-Bull Lake glaciations. Blackwelder correlated this glaciation 
with the early Wisconsin of the Midwest nomenclature. Fryxell 
(1930), Richmond (19^8, 1960) and Holmes and Moss (1955) further 
subdivided the Bull Lake glaciation into two stades (early and late) 
based on the correlation of two outwash terraces with Bull Lake 
moraines in Jackson Hole and the Wind River Mountains. Richmond 
(19611) suggests further subdivision of the late stade into two 
episodes based on recognition of a third Bull Lake moraine and 
associated terrace.- Bull Lake glaciers occurred as both extensive 
ice caps (west-central Montana, Salmon River Mountains, 
Yellowstone/Beartooth Plateau and the Wind River Mountains) and 
isolated valley glaciers (Richmond, 1965; Holmes, et.al., 1955). 
Bull Lake deposits are characterized by broad, massive, 
smoothly sloping moraines which grade to outwash terraces at lower 
elevations and upvalley from Pre-Bull Lake deposits (Richmond, 
1965). Present drainage has cut wide, flat-bottomed valleys through 
terminal moraines and lateral moraines are deeply incised by 
tributary streams (Blackwelder, 1915). Kettles are drained and 
commonly filled with colluvium. Boulders are moderately abundant on 
'"*' ::"'   .      i 
the surface but less weathered than Pre-Bull Lake boulders.  The 
till matrix is generally compact, containing more silt and clay than 
younger deposits (Richmond, 1965). When not removed by erosion, 
mature zonal soils are developed on the surface of all Bull Lake 
deposits. Bull Lake soils have the same characteristics as Pre-Bull 
Lake soils but are thinner and less well developed. 
17 
Conflict exists in the literature concerning the absolute age 
of the Bull Lake glaciation stemming from differing interpretations 
of the dates obtained in the U.S.G.S. Yellowstone project. Based on 
K-Ar dates of associated rhyolite flows, Richmond (1972) assigns an 
age of 125,000 - 115,000 yrs. B.P. to the early stade and an age of 
100,000 - 85,000 yrs. B.P. to the late stade. Pierce, et.al. (1976) 
interpret the moraines associated with the rhyolite flows as late 
Bull Lake and by averaging four separate K-Ar dates, obtained a 
minimum age of 107,000 yrs. B.P. for the Bull Lake glaciation. They 
propose dates of 140,000 yrs. B.P. for Bull Lake moraines. 
Pinedale Glaciation 
Blackwelder (1915) named the glaciation which post-dated Bull 
Lake as the Pinedale stage after the type section near Pinedale, 
Wyoming. He correlated this event with the classical Wisconsin of 
the Midwest nomenclature. Richmond (19^8) subdivided the Pinedale 
into three stades (early, middle, late) based on the recognition of 
three moraines and associated terraces in the Wind River Mountains. 
Holmes and Moss (1955) distinguished a large outer moraine complex 
and a series of smaller recessional moraines associated with a broad 
outwash terrace and a lower composite terrace. This indicates that 
the magnitude of glacial recession between Pinedale stades varied 
between localities. The glaciers of Pinedale age were either valley 
glaciers which rarely deployed outside their individual canyons or 
18 
limited ice caps on scattered mountain ranges (ie. Wind River 
Mountains). 
Pinedale moraines are hmncocky deposits which rest on, breach 
or lie just upvalley from, Bull Lake moraines and grade to 
distinctive terrace levels.' The moraines have a steep, irregular 
morphology in which kettles are well preserved and commonly contain 
water. End moraines are narrowly breached and frequently continuous 
with little modified lateral moraines (Blackwelder, 1915; Richmond, 
1948, 1965). Fresh, striated boulders and cobbles are abundant on 
the surface, and the till matrix is generally less compact and 
sandier than Bull Lake till. Soils developed on Pinedale deposits 
are immature zonal soils.  The individual stades (early, middle, 
late) are indistinguishable on the basis of soil developement 
(Richmond, 1965). 
Richmond considers the Pinedale glaciation to be younger than 
40,000 years B.P. based on a radiocarbon date from Yellowstone 
National Park (Mears, 1974). Pierce, et.al. (1976) propose dates of 
40,000-30.000 years B.P. for the early Pinedale stade and 20,000- 
12,000 yea^/B.P. for the middle Pinedale stade based on obsidian 
hydra^Xon dales in Yellowstone. Similar ages have been obtained by 
radiocarbon dates of peat and lake sediments in the Colorado Front 
Range (Nelson, 1979; Madole, 1980). 
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NeoglaclaUon 
The discovery of small moraines in or near the cirques of 
glaciated valleys indicated minor glacial advances following the 
retreat of Pinedale ice. Hack (19*13) reported a distinct moraine 
surrounding Temple and Miller Lakes in the southern Wind River 
Mountains and termed it the "Temple Lake Moraine". Moss (1951) 
confirmed Hack's observations and reported another moraine complex 
(termed the "cirque-head moraine complex" by Mears, 197*0 in the 
same valley developed within 1000 ft. of the cirque headwall. Based 
on soil development and limonitic staining of the deposits, Moss 
suggested that the Temple Lake Moraine was deposited by a minor late 
Pleistocene advance that post-dated the Pinedale Stage and pre-dated 
the Altithermal interval. The very fresh, unstable morphology of 
the cirque-head moraine complex indicated to Moss that deposition 
occurred after the Altithermal and he suggested the term 
"Neoglaciation" for these deposits. 
Richmond (1960,1965) disagrees with Moss's interpretation.  He 
suggests that both the Temple Lake moraine and the cirque-head 
moraine complex are post-Altithermal based on evidence from the 
Front Range of Colorado and the La Sal Mountains of Utah.  According 
to Richmond (1965), the Neoglaciation consists of two stades which 
he named "Temple Lake" and "Gannet Peak" corresponding to the two 
sets of moraines recognized by Moss (1951). Richmond (1976) later 
recognized two pulsations in the Temple Lake Stade indicating three 
Neoglacial events. Benedict (1973) defined three Neoglacial 
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advances in the Colorado Front Range. To avoid direct correlation 
with Neoglacial events in the northern Rocky Mountains, he coined 
the local names Triple Lake (5,000-3,000 yrs. B.P.), Audubon (1850- 
950 yrs. B.P.) and Arapoho Peak (300-100 yrs. B.P.). 
Since the oldest post-Pinedale deposits generally occur 1.6 - 
3.2 km. (1-2 mi.) from cirque headwalls (Mears, 1974), this study 
does not extend far enough upvalley to include the deposits which 
may exist around cirques in the Gros Ventre canyon. Therefore, a 
detailed analysis of the conflict surrounding the Neoglacial 
chronology and the characteristics of these deposits are not 
considered in this study. 
I.oca] Glaciation: Jackson Hole and Adjacent Areas 
Early workers on the glacial features of the1Jackson Hole area 
include Bradley (T873). St. John (1879), Blackwelder (1915) and 
Alden (1929). However, a comprehensive study was lacking until the 
v. 
work of Fryxell in 1930. His surficial mapping and descriptions 
culminated in a glacial model which forms the basis of present 
interpretations. Significant extensions and modifications of 
Fryxell's model includes the work of Swenspn (19^9), Love, et.al. 
(1971) and Eschinan, et.al. C1983) - A generalized map of the glacial 
deposits of Jackson Hole appears in figure 5. 
The Pre-Bull Lake glacial stage in Jackson Hole and the 
adjacent mountains is represented by scattered patches of 
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Modern Alluvium 
^ 
Pinedale Till Deposits 
Bull Lake and Older 
Till Deposits 
Bedrock 
Figure 5.  Generalized map of the glacial deposits in Jackson Hole 
(After Love, et.al., 1971). 
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topographically high drift and outwash. These deposits are 
typically located on the tops of isolated buttes,on benches and 
stream divides and on the upper valley slopes of the Gros Ventre and 
Buffalo Fork canyons (Blackwelder, 1915; Fryxell, 1930). As 
described by Fryxell (1930), Pre-Bull Lake deposits oonsist chiefly 
of poorly striated quartzite boulders and cobbles but may include 
material of other lithologies. The deposits vary in thickness and 
tend to have a sandy matrix. 
According to Love and others (1971). the Pre-Bull Lake glaciers 
which invaded Jackson Hole originated in the Beartooth and Absoroka 
Mountains and flowed south along the front of the Teton Range. 
Large valley glaciers in the Gros Ventre and Buffalo Fork canyons 
may have connected with the Jackson Hole glacier (Fryxell, 1930). 
Love, et.al. (1971) suggest that ice from the Wind River range 
flowed northwest along the continental divide and spilled down into 
the Gros Ventre canyon. 
According to Fryxell (1930), deposits of the Bull Lake glacial 
stage include distinct moraines and outwash terraces produced by a 
large ice lobe that occupied the northern portion of Jackson Hole 
and valley glaciers that approached or entered the basin from the 
mountains to the west (Teton Range) and east (Absoraka Range, Mt. 
Leidy Highlands, Gros Ventre Range). Specifically, a tongue of ice 
from the Absoraka Mountains flowed down the Buffalo Fork canyon and 
coalesced with ice from the Tetons and the Yellowstone Plateau in 
Jackson Hole (Love, et.al., 1971). The terminal position of this 
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composite glacier was originally mapped as the Burned Ridge moraine 
just south of Jackson Lake (Fryxell, 1930). Love, et.al. (1971) re- 
interpreted this moraine as Pinedale in age and implied that Bull 
Lake ice may have traveled as far as or beyond Blacktail Butte 
(refer to fig. 5). 
The Gros Ventre canyon was occupied by a valley glacier during 
the Bull Lake glaciation. Bull Lake moraines and outwash terraces 
occur near the mouth of Crystal Creek and Fish Creek (Blackwelder, 
1915) and occupy an interglacial gorge near the mouth of the canyon 
in Jackson Hole (Alden, 1929; Fryxell, 1930; Swenson, 1949). The 
position of the later deposit was interpreted by Alden (1929) to 
indicate that the Bull Lake glacier occupying the Gros Ventre canyon 
reached the Jackson Hole basin. However, Fryxell (1930) described 
the same deposit as similar to Jackson Hole moraines and containing 
rhyolite pebbles.  Since rhyolite does not crop out in the Gros 
Ventre drainage area and therefore would not occur in deposits of 
Gros Ventre glaciers, Alden's (1929) interpretation seems 
improbable.  Alternatively, this till may have been deposited by 
Jackson Hole ice which flowed up the Gros Ventre canyon during Bull 
-Lake or older glaciations. 
r        . 
Bull Lake drift in the Jackson Hole area is characterized by 
subdued topography, moderately abundant and frequently striated 
surface boulders, loess surface cover and a composition dominated by 
quartzite, volcanics, crystallines and various sedimentary rocks 
(Fryxell, 1930). In general, the Tetons contributed gneisses; the 
2M 
Yellowstone Plateau contributed quartzite, volcanics and some 
sedimentary rdcks; Buffalo Fork canyon contributed gneisses, basalt, 
flinty limestone, rhyolite and quartzite; and the eastern highlands 
contributed entirely sedimentary rocks. 
During the Pinedale glaciation a large piedmont lobe filled the 
northern portion of the Jackson Hole basin, fed by ice from the 
northern Tetons, the Yellowstone Plateau and the Absoroka Mountains 
(Fryxell, 1930). Love, et.al. (1971) suggested the Burned Ridge 
Moraine as the terminal position of this glacier (refer to fig. 5). 
Valley glaciers in the southern Tetons spilled onto the basin floor 
but did not extend more than 2.4 km. (1.5 mi.) into Jackson Hole 
while valley glaciers in the eastern highlands stayed within their 
respective canyons (Fryxell, 1930). 
Pinedale deposits are characterized by pronounced morainal 
topography, abundant striated surface boulders, sandy matrix and an 
overall fresh appearance. The composition is the same as Bull Lake 
deposits since they have identical source areas (Fryxell, 1930). 
Swenson (19^9) noted large Pinedale moraines near the mouth of 
Crystal Creek in the Gros Ventre canyon. 
Reconnaissance mapping by Richmond in 1979. followed by limited 
pebble provenance by J. Bloomfield and A. Wagner in 1981 were 
performed in the Gros Ventre canyon (Evenson, per.comm.). 
Subsequently, the INQUA Commission examined glacial deposits in the 
valley and identified a typical lodgement till immediately west of 
the Lower Gros Ventre Slide (Eschman, et.al., 1983). This study was 
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initiated as an extension of the forementioned reconnissance work to 
determine the complete glacial history of the Gros Ventre canyon. 
Provenance Investigations 
Provenance studies have been employed extensively to facilitate 
investigations of former continental ice sheets in North America 
(MacClintoc, 1933; Gravenor, 1951; Dreimanis, et.al., 1953; 
Anderson, 1955, 1957;'William, et.al., 1963; Frye, et.al., 1964; and 
others).  The pebble and heavy mineral assemblages of glacial 
deposits were analyzed statistically to determine flow direction, 
transport distance, source area, and patterns of deposition of 
successive continental glaciations (Flint, 1971). The technique has 
also been applied to correlation of deposits based on similarity of 
heavy mineral suites (Evenson, et.al., 1979)- 
Clague (1975) extended the application of provenance to alpine 
regions in determining glacial flow patterns in the Southern Rocky 
Mountain Trench of British Columbia. Subsequently, Evenson, et.al. 
(1979) and numerous co-workers (Pasquini, 1976; Wigley, 1976; 
Stewart, 1977; Repsher, 1980; Cotter, 1980; Zigmont, 1982; Brugger, 
in prep) resolved ice distribution and flow patterns in the Rocky 
Mountains of Idaho using provenance techniques. These 
investigations revealed up-canyon glacier flow, divide crossing, 
readvance of individual ice lobes, ice rafting into glacially dammed 
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lakes and jokulhlaup activity which would otherwise have gone 
undetected (Evenson, et.al., 1979). 
The success of the forementioned investigations suggested the 
application of detailed pebble and heavy mineral provenance to the 
glacial deposits of the Gros Ventre canyon. Specifically, this 
technique aids in deciphering flow complexities (up-valley flow, 
divide crossing, moraine dammed lakes) and deposit correlation in 
the study area. 
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MEIHQES 
Field Work 
Surficial mapping and sample collection were carried out during 
the summer of 1982. The bulk of the field research was accomplished 
during a five week period from late July to late August. Five 
additional days in June were spent in reconnaissance of the study 
area and logistical organization. 
Direct field investigation and air photo interpretation were 
employed to map, in detail, glacial, glaciofluvial and associated 
surficial deposits on 1:24,000 topographic base maps. In addition, 
morphologic descriptions of the deposits were recorded. Based on 
field observations, preliminary interpretation of age and deposit 
correlations were attempted. 
Forty-nine sample sites were chosen in the glacial drift of the 
study area. At each site, a square pit, 60 cm. on a side and 100 
cm. in-depth, was dug. From the base of the pit, a 1 kg. matrix 
sample and 100 pebbles (2-5 cm. diam.) were extracted. The matrix 
sample was bagged, labeled and returned to the laboratory for 
analysis. Each pebble was cracked and its lithology determined as 
part of the provenance investigation. Finally, the till matrix and 
any existing soil developement was described. 
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Laboratory Analysis 
The laboratory phase of this project was performed during the 
spring and summer of 1983 at Lehigh University. All the matrix 
samples collected during field work were analyzed for their heavy 
mineral assemblage. In addition, pebble and heavy mineral 
assemblages were determined on two samples collected by S. Siwiec 
from moraines in northern Jackson Hole. 
Heavy mineral assemblages were determined on the 2.75-3.25 phi 
(0.105-0.149 mm.) size fraction of all samples. Standard dry and 
wet sieve procedures were employed to obtain the desired size 
fraction and remove clay adhering to the surface of individual 
grains.  The heavy minerals were removed using a heavy liquid 
separation procedure. This method entails suspending the sediment 
in a funnel containing a mixture of tetrobromoethane and dimethyl 
formide with a specific gravity of 2.81. Minerals with specific 
gravities greater than 2.81 settle to the bottom and lighter 
minerals float. The heavy minerals were then extracted from the 
funnel, washed with acetone and subjected to an acid leach with a 
10$ solution of hydrochloric acid to remove iron staining. Finally, 
the minerals were mounted with CR 1 (n=1.535) on a petrographic 
slide and the mineralogy of 400 grains per sample was determined 
using the petrographic microscope. *:? 
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Statistical Analysis' 
R-mode factor analysis and Q-mode cluster analysis were 
employed to quantitatively analyze pebble and heavy mineral data.  A 
brief description of these analyses and how they are used follows. 
For a detailed discussion of factor and cluster analysis see 
Joreskog, et.al. (1976) and Parks (1970). 
R-mode factor analysis entails the reduction of a multivariate 
data set into a few hypothetical variables, called factors, which 
account for more than 80$ of the original variance. The factors are 
produced by finding linear combinations of the variables which 
contain the essential information in the observed data set. Within 
each factor, the variables are assigned loading values between 1 and 
-1 which indicate the importance of each variable in the factor. 
Variables with high loading values dominate the factor and variables 
with high positive values are inversely related to variables with 
high negative loading values. Figure 6 is an example of a factor 
diagram.  In this example, variables 1,2,5 and 6 dominate the factor 
and variables 1 and 2 are inversely related to 5 and 6. 
Q-mode cluster analysis uses normalized factor scores produced 
J 
by" the R-mode factor analysis to group together samples which are " 
statistically correlated.  The normalized factor scores are 
calculated for each sample from the factor loading values. The 
samples are then clustered using a distance function. A low 
distance indicates that samples are similar or highly correlated and 
high distance indicates dissimilarity. Figure 7 is an example of a 
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cluster diagram. In this ;example at a distance value of 1.5, one 
group or population consists of samples A, B and C and a second 
population consists of samples D, E and F. The populations produced 
in this manner were studied to see if statistical groupings are 
geographical, thereby suggesting glacial flow patterns. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:  Surf id al Mapping and Stratigraphy 
Introduction: 
Detailed field mapping and air photo interpretation revealed a 
history of multiple glaciations in the Gros Ventre canyon. Plate 1 
is a map of the Quaternary deposits of the study area. Moraines and 
associated glaciofluvial terraces occur along the upper reaches of 
the Gros Ventre River near its junction with Fish Creek (Upper 
Canyon group - Plate 1) and along Crystal Creek, East Miner Creek, 
West Miner Creek,and the Gros Ventre River between Upper Slide and 
Lower Slide Lake (Middle Canyon group - Plate 1). In addition, 
isolated till and outwash deposits are scattered throughout the 
lower reaches of the Gros Ventre River from the west end of Lower 
Slide Lake to Kelly, Wyoming (Lower Canyon group - Plate 1). 
To avoid unsubstantiated correlations, an informal 
allostatigraphic nomenclature is developed based on Article 58 of 
the North American Statigraphic Code (1983). The North American 
Commission on Stratigraphic Nomenclature (NACSN, 1983) defines the 
nature of allostatigraphic units: 
"An allostratigraphic unit is a mappable stratiform 
body of sedimentary rock that is defined and iden- 
tified on the basis of its bounding discontinuities 
 (They) may be defined to distinguish between 
different (1) superposed discontinuity bounded 
deposits of similar lithology; (2) contiguous dis- 
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produced by different 
continuity bounded deposits of similar lithology; 
(3) geographically seperated discontinuity bounded 
deposits of similar lithology; or CO to distin- 
guish as single units discontinuity bounded dep- 
osits characterized by lithic heterogeneity." 
I 
Since glacial deposit^ are invariably bounded by discontinuities, 
designation of allostratigraphic units allows separation of deposits 
glaciations in a particular valley; separation 
of deposits which originated in different source areas; and 
tentative correlation (both locally and regionally) when absolute 
dates and laterally continuous beds do not exist. In this system, 
incorrect correlations can be easily changed without renaming the 
deposits. 
The allostratigraphic units defined in the study area are not 
meant to be extended far beyond the Gros Ventre canyon, therefore, 
the nomenclature is considered informal and rank or unit terms are 
not capitalized (NACSN, 1983). Unit designation and description is 
based on preservation of moraine morphology, downvalley extent of 
deposits, spatial relationship of moraines and terraces and to a 
limited extent, visual obervation of soil development. Tentative 
correlations are made between units in the study area and to the 
Rocky Mountain Glacial Model of Mears (19/4/ for west-central 
Wyoming. 
Tnree geographically distinct allogroups are defined in the 
Gros Ventre canyon:  the Upper Canyon group, the Middle Canyon group 
and the Lower Canyon group.  Alloformations within these groups are 
termed "drift" (ie.- Crystal Creek drift) and allomembers are 
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designated by numbers (ie.- Crystal Creek drift 2). Table 2 lists 
all the local and regional correlations suggested in this study. 
For clarity in the following discussion, each allogroup will be 
discussed separately. 
Upper Canvon Group: 
Deposits of the Upper Canyon group consist of tills, 
glaciofluvial gravels and alluvial fan deposits mapped along the 
upper reaches of the Gros Ventre River near its junction with Fish 
Creek (see Plate 1). The spatial distribution and morphology of 
moraines and outwash terraces delineate three allostratigraphic 
formations produced by a glacier sourced in the headwaters of the 
Gros VentreuRiver. The alloformations are informally named (oldest 
to youngest) the "Bacon Ridge drift", the "Soda Mountain drift" and 
the "Fish Creek drift". 
Bacon Ridge Drift: 
The Bacon Ridge drift consists of "two isolated gravel deposits 
(Bacon Ridge gravel) occuring at elevations of 2706 m. (7960 ft.) on 
Bacon Ridge and on a bedrock spur between Breakneck Creek and 
Cottonwood Creek (fig. 8). The deposits are 170 - 190 m.(500-560 
ft.) above the present valley floor and 68 - 88 m. (200-260 ft.) 
above the Soda Mountain gravel terraces. The informal type locality 
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for the Bacon Ridge drift is herein defined as the gravel on Bacon 
Ridge between the Gros Ventre River and Bacon Creek (fig. 8). 
An isolated distribution, high topographic elevation and highly 
dissected, undulating surface morphology characterize the Bacon 
Ridge drift. The gravels consist of well rounded cobbles in a sandy 
matrix in which highly weathered (ghost) cobbles are frequently 
encountered. Quartzite, granite, quartz monzonite, gneiss and 
sandstone dominate the mature lithologic assemblage of the deposits. 
The Bacon Ridge gravels occur outside and above the limits of the 
younger Soda Mountain till and are dissected by the Soda Mountain 
gravel (Plate 1). 
The highly dissected morphology and mature lithologic 
assemblage of the Bacon Ridge gravels are very similar to 
descriptions by Blackwelder (1915) and Richmond (1957, 1965) of Pre- 
Bull Lake gravels (discussed on pgs. 15-16). In addition, the 
gravel's patchy distribution and geographic position outside the 
limits of deposits correlated to the Bull Lake Glaciation (Soda 
Mountain drift) suggest a Pre-Bull Lake age designation. Therefore, 
the Bacon Ridge drift is tentatively correlated to the Pre-Bull Lake 
glaciation of the Rocky Mountain Glacial Model. 
Soda Mountain Drift: 
The deposits of Soda Mountain drift and the informal type 
localities for the deposits of this age appear in figure 9. Soda 
Mountain till occurs in two large lateral moraine remnants, one at 
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Figure 9.  Deposits of Soda Mountain drift and selected deposits of 
other Upper Canyon drifts.  Labeled terraces (Ta - td) and the 
alluvial fan remnant (SmAf) are the data points for the 
reconstructed gradients in figures 11 and 16. 
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2652 m. (7800 ft.) on the eastern canyon wall and the other at 2550 
m. (7500 ft.) on the western canyon wall of the Gros Ventre River. 
In addition, a small "spill-over" moraine is present just south of 
Soda Lake. The moraines have a relatively subdued morphology, but 
ice disintegration features are clearly visible (fig. 10). Kettles 
are always drained and partially filled with colluvium and surface 
boulders are infrequent and highly weathered. Soils are moderately 
developed with clearly visible horlzonation and the till matrix is 
compact and sandy. Geographically, Soda Mountain drift (both till 
and outwash) is dissected by Fish Creek drift. 
Soda Mountain gravel occurs in a series of discontinuous 
outwash terraces located along Fish Creek, Cottoriwood Creek and the 
Gros Ventre River (refer to fig.9). The terrace surface elevations 
grade downvalley from 54 m. (160 ft.) above present stream 
elevation in Fish and Cottonwood Creeks to 24 m. (70 ft.) along the 
Gros Ventre River near Tepee Creek. The downvalley gradient of the 
terraces is very similar to present stream gradients (fig. 11), 
therefore the terraces are considered to be remnants of a once 
continuous glaciofluvial system graded to a common base level. In 
addition, the highest level of the terraced alluvial fan along 
Breakneck Creek (labeled SmAf on fig. 9) is correlated to the Soda 
Mountain drift. Extrapolation of the fan's surface gradient 
downvalley indicates that the fan was once graded to the Soda 
Mountain terrace at the mouth of Breakneck Creek (refer to fig.11), 
demonstrating contemporaneous deposition. 
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Figure 10.  Oblique air ^ctograph of Soda Mountain lateral moraine 
showing well developed ice disintegration features. 
H2 
Reconstructed alluvial fan surface 
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Figure 11.  Representative comparison of Soda Mountain terrace 
surface gradients, Soda Mountain alluvial fan surface gradient 
and present stream gradients.  Terraces along Fish and Bacon 
Creeks show the same relationship. 
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The determination of relative <sge and regional correlation for 
Soda Mountain drift is somewhat problematic. A weathering episode 
capable of significantly altering Soda Mountain drift in relation to 
'"■--3. 
Fish Creek drift is implied by the limited distribution, wide 
breaching, clearly horizonated soil profiles and the infrequent, 
highly weathered boulders characteristic of Soda Mountain moraines. 
In addition, Soda Mountain terrace elevations are approximately 
twice as high above present stream elevation as the dissecting Fish 
Creek terraces and till deposits occur outside and above the limits 
of Fish Creek till. Ice disintegration features however, are 
clearly visible in Soda Mountain moraines and are very similar to 
(although less distinct than) those of the Fish Creek moraines. 
The preservation of ice disintegration features may be related 
to the wide valley floor at the junction of the Gros Ventre River 
and Fish Creek.  Ice flowing out of a constricted canyon will spread 
laterally forming a foot glacier. This will be accompanied by rapid 
thinning of the glacier's margin, decreased velocity and ice 
stagnation producing well developed ice disintegration features. In 
a constricted canyon, ice stagnation would be more limited, 
therefore ice disintegration would be less developed and more 
rapidly erased. In addition, wide valley floors promote drainage 
patterns around existing topographic highs (ie. moraines) thereby 
preventing meltwater from washing over moraines and rapidly eroding 
surface features. 
m» 
Excluding surface morphology, the descriptions of Bull Lake 
drift in the Wind River Mountains by Blackwelder (1915) and Richmond 
(1965) (discussed on pg. 17) are very similar to those of the Soda 
Mountain drift.  The preceding argument suggests that the 
preservation of ice disintegration features on Soda Mountain 
moraines is a function of ice deployment and not indicative of a 
short time interval between deposition of Soda Mountain and Fish 
Creek drift.  Therefore, the Soda Mountain drift is tentatively 
correlated to the Bull Lake glaciation.  This is supported by the 
position of Soda Mountain drift inside the limits of Bacon Ridge 
drift which was tentatively correlated to the Pre-Bull Lake 
glaciation. 
Fish Creek Drift: 
Deposits assigned to the Fish Creek drift include two large 
lateral moraines and a breached end moraine in the valley flat at 
the junction of Fish Creek and the Gros Ventre River, a small        ^ty 
recessional moraine located 1.5 km. (.9 mi.) south of Soda Mountain 
near Bridge Creek and gravel terraces graded to the moraines (fig. 
12). Fish Creek drift is divided into two allomembers (Fish Creek 
drift 1 and Fish Creek drift 2) based on two terrace elevations 
controlled by different base levels.  Informal type localities for 
the allomembers are shown in figure 12.  It should be noted that 
additional deposits related to the glaciation which produced Fish 
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S^S   Fish Creek till  I 
Fish Creek gravel  I 
Fish Creek alluvial fan  I 
Fish Creek till 2 
Fish Creek gravel 2 
Selected deposits of other 
Upper Canyon drifts Type Locallty
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Fish Creek Drift 2 
Figure 12. Deposits of Fish Creek drift and selected deposits of 
other Upper Canyon drifts. Labeled terraces (Ta - Tg) are the 
data points for the reconstructed gradients in figures 13 and 11 
H6 
Creek drift may exist farther up the Gros Ventre canyon, outside the 
present study area. 
Fish Creek moraines have a sharp crested, hummocky surface 
morphology in which ice disintigration features are clearly defined. 
Kettles may contain water and where drained are only slightly 
colluviated. Surface boulders are fresh and moderately abundant and 
the till has a loose sandy matrix. Soils are thin, poorly 
horizonated and generally underdeveloped. The. moraines are 
geographically inside and upvalley of Soda Mountain moraines. Fish 
Creek drift is dissected by the Holocene alluvial plain. 
Gravel terraces of Fish Creek drift 1 are scattered along the 
Gros Ventre River and Fish Creek (refer to fig.12). The terrace 
surfaces are 27 m. (80 ft.) above present stream elevation in Fish 
Creek and decrease downvalley to 14 m. (40 ft.) above present stream 
elevation along the Gros Ventre River south of the Grey Hills. The 
reconstructed surface gradient between terraces nearly parallels 
present stream gradient (fig. 13)» therefore, the terraces are 
remnants of a once continuous glaciofluvial system, graded to a 
common base level.  In addition, the second level of the terraced 
alluvial fan along Breakneck Creek (labeled FcAfl on fig. 12) grades 
to the Fish Creek 1 terrace at the mouth of Breakneck Creek and is 
correlated to Fish Creek drift 1. 
Terraces of Fish Creek drift 2 occur along the Gros Ventre 
River and grade downvalley from the recessional moraine (refer to 
fig.12). Terrace surface elevations decrease downvalley from 14 m. 
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Figure 13- Representative comparison of Fish Creek terrace surface 
gradients .-'nd present stream gradients. Terraces along Soda and 
Bacon Creeks show the same relationship. 
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(10 ft.) to 7 m. (20 ft.) above present stream elevation. The 
gravels occur inside^and upvalley from mpraines of Fish Creek drift 
1 and are dissected by Holocene alluvium. 
Fish Creek drift is tentatively correlated to the Pinedale 
glaciation of the Rocky Mountain Glacial Model. This designation is 
well documented by various relative dating parameters including: 
well preserved morairiic form; low degree of secondary dissection; 
weak soil developement; geographic,,positions upvalley and inside 
older drifts; and the crosscutting of Soda Mountain drift 
(correlated to the Bull Lake glaciation) by Fish Creek drift. 
Middle Canyon Grpua: 
Till and outwash mapped along Crystal Creek, East and West 
Miner Creeks and the Gros Ventre River between Upper Slide and Lower 
Slide Lake have been designated the "Middle Canyon group" (see Plate 
1). Moraine morphology and distribution suggest that the majority 
of these deposits were produced by glaciers occupying Crystal Creek, 
East Miner Creek and West Miner Creek canyons.  Three 
alloformations, the "Grizzly Lake drift" (oldest), "Red Hiils drift" 
and "Crystal Creek drift" (youngest), have been assigned to the 
Middle Canyon group based on bounding discontinuities. 
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Grizzly Lake Drift: 
Till assigned to the Grizzly Lake drift is represented by a 
series of isolated deposits along the Gros Ventre River between 
Redmond Creek and West Miner Creek (fig 14).  The deposits occur on 
bedrock ridges at elevations of 2448 - 2516 m.(7200-7400 ft.) and 
lack morainal topography. Grizzly Lake tills have a smooth, rounded 
surface itaorphology and are highly dissected with soils commonly 
stripped. Surface boulders are absent but cobbles are moderately 
abundant in isolated patches. The till matrix is fine sand and 
generally compact with a high density of weathered pebbles and 
cobbles. Striations and chattermarks occur on scattered cobbles. 
The large till patch .7 km. (.4 mi.) due north of Grizzly Lake is 
designated as the informal type locality of the Grizzly Lake till. 
Outwash deposits assigned to the Grizzly Lake drift occur only 
near the mouth of Horsetail Creek, north of Lower Slide Lake (refer 
to fig.14). The deposit on the west side of Horsetail Creek is a 
gravel terrace at an elevation of 2448 m. (7200 ft.), approximately 
41 m. (120 ft.) above present lake level. On the east side of 
Horsetail Creek two sand deposits capped with gravel occur at the 
same elevation as the terrace but have gently sloping surfaces. The 
informal type locality of the Grizzly Lake gravel is designated as 
the outwash terrace on the west side of Horsetail Creek. 
The dissected morphology coupled with the^atchy distribution 
on elevated bedrock ridges indicates that the Grizzly Lake drift is 
significantly older than the other deposits of the Middle Canyon 
50 
Figure 14.  Deposits of Grizzly Lake drift.  Approximate topographic 
elevation of each till deposit is shown in brackets. 
<a> 
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group. In all capes, the deposits are beyond the limits of younger 
drift and 20 - 31* n>. (60-100 ft.) higher in elevation.  This 
evidence suggests correlation of Grizzly Lake drift with Bacon Ridge 
drift of the Upper Canyon group and the Pre-Bull Lake glaciation. 
Descriptions of Pre-Bull Lake tills by Richmond (1965) and the 
observed till characteristics seem to justify a Pre-Bull Lake age 
designation.  However, this correlation must be considered tentative 
due to the lack of absolute dates or laterally traceable beds to 
positively identified Pre-Bull Lake deposits. 
fled Hills Drift: 
Deposits of Red Hills drift are shown in figure 15. The 
informal type localities are herein designated as the lateral 
moraine and the adjacent gravel terrace on the west side of Crystal 
Creek, 1 km. (.62 mi.) south of the Red Hills.  Red Hills till 
occurs in lateral and end moraines along Crystal Creek, East Miner 
Creek and West Miner Creek. In general, the moraines are 
characterized by a broad, relatively subdued morphology; infrequent 
and highly weathered boulders; moderately developed ice 
disintegration features with drained and partially colluviated 
kettles; and clearly horizonated soil profiles. These 
characteristics vary somewhat between moraines based on geographic 
location. For example, the moraines along Crystal Creek lie in a 
wide valley flat; are widely breached by Crystal Creek drift; and 
have well preserved ice disintegration features. The moraines of 
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Figure 15. Deposits of Red Hills drift and selected deposits of 
other Middle Canyon drifts. Labeled terraces (Te - Tf) are the 
data points for the reconstructed gradients in figure-- 16. 
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East and West Miner Creeks are confined to narrow canyons; have 
poorly preserved ice disintegration features; and are partially 
overriden by Crystal Creek drift. 
Outwash deposits of Red Hills drift are very limited. They 
occur as two discontinuous terrace remnants which grade downvalley 
from Red Hills moraines (refer to fig.15). The terraces occur at 
elevations of 2385 - 2395 E. (7020 - 7040 ft.), 17 - 20 m. (50-60 
ft.) above present stream elevations. Reconstructed terrace surface 
gradients nearly parallel the modern Gros Ventre River gradient 
(fig.16), indicating deposition controlled by a common base level. 
In all cases, Red Hills till deposits occur outside the limits 
of Crystal Creek till and outwash gravels are 7 - 10 m. (20-30 ft.) , 
higher in elevation. In addition, Red Hills drift is consistantly 
dissected by Crystal Creek drift. In terms of relative age, this 
evidence coupled with the deposit characteristics (discussed above) 
attests to the older age of Red Hills drift and suggests a 
significant weathering episode between the depositional cycles. As 
in Soda Mountain moraines,.the preservation of ice disintegration 
features is considered a function of ice deployment and not 
indicative of a short time interval between deposition of Red Hills 
and Crystal Creek drifts (see discussion pgs. 44-45). 
The Red Hills drift is tentatively correlated with the Soda 
Mountain drift of the Upper Canyon group and the Bull Lake 
glaciation.  This is based on morphologic similarity (highly 
dissected; morphologically subdued; drained, partially colluviated 
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Figure  16.     Comparison  of Red  Hills   terrace  surface gradients,   Soda 
Mountain  terrace  surface gradients  and   the  present  gradient  of 
the  Gros  Ventre River. 
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hollows) and geographic position between deposits of older and 
younger glaciations. In addition, a reconstructed surface gradient 
connecting Soda Mountain terraces to Red Hills terraces nearly 
parallels the modern gradient of the Gros Ventre River (fig. 16). 
This gradient reconstruction must be considered tentative however, 
since the glacier depositing Red Hills drift may have blocked 
drainage from the upper Gros Ventre canyon, thereby, separating the 
glaciofluvial systems. The drainage patterns which existed during 
the Bull Lake glaciation are discussed further on pgs. 108-114. 
Crystal Creek Drift: 
Crystal Creek drift includes till and outwash deposits bounded 
by the Red Hills drift and the Holocene alluvial plain. Lateral and 
end moraine complexes occur inside and upvalley from Red Hills 
moraines along Crystal Creek, East Miner Creek -and West Miner Creek 
(fig. 17). The moraines are characterized by a sharp crested, 
hummocky morphology; well developed ice disintegration features with 
occassional undrained kettles; abundant, fresh surface boulders; and 
weak soil developement. The large moraine.complex and the adjacent 
gravel terrace on the east side of Crystal Creek are designated as 
the informal type localities for the Crystal Creek till and gravel 
(refer to fig. 17). 
The large moraine on the east side of Crystal Creek can be 
subdivided into a terminal and recessional moraine (labeled inner 
and outer on fig. 17). This is based on a continuous linear ridge 
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Figure 17. Deposits of Crystal Creek drift and selected deposits of 
other Middle Canyon drifts.  Labeled terraces (Th - Tl) are the 
data points for the reconstructed gradients in figure 18. 
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marked by bedrock outcrops and extension of the inner moraine across 
the valley floor upvalley from the position of the outer moraine. 
The occurrance of two moraines suggests designation of two 
allomembers for Crystal Creek drift. However, terraces which grade 
to these moraines occur at the same elevation above present stream 
elevation, therefore, both moraines are bounded by the same 
discontinuity:  the Holocene alluvial plain. Since 
allostratigraphic units are defined by their bounding 
discontinuities, allomembers cannot be designated. 
Outwash gravels assigned to the Crystal Creek drift are shown 
in figure 17. The terraees grade downvalley from Crystal Creek 
moraines and have a surface elevation of approximately 5 - 7 m. (15- 
20 ft.) above present stream elevation. Reconstructed gradients 
between terraces nearly parallel modern stream gradients and when 
extrapolated upvalley along the Gros Ventre River, connect with the 
reconstructed terrace gradient of Fish Creek drift 1 (fig. 18). 
The reconstructed terrace gradient in figure 18 indicates 
correlation of Crystal Creek drift with Fish Creek drift 1 of the 
Upper Canyon group ar^ the Pinedale glaciation.  Thib is -well 
documented by the geographic position of moraines upvalley and 
inside older deposits; crosscutting of Red Hills drift by Crystal 
Creek drift; well preserved morphology; and the weak soil 
developement. 
The correlation of Crystal Creek drift with Fish Creek drift 1 
suggests a short time interval between deposition of the terminal 
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Figure 18.  Representative comparison of Crystal Creek terrace 
surface gradients, Fish Creek terrace surface gradients and the 
present gradient of the Gros Ventre River. 
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and recessional moraines on the east side of Crystal Creek. The 
composite terrace level and the single moraine configuration of all 
other Crystal Creek till deposits support this conclusion. It is 
9 
hypothisized that the recessional moraine was produced in response 
to extensive stagnation rather than a significant retreat of the 
. glacier from its terminal position. The rapid spreading and 
subsequent thinning of glaciers entering areas of low relief can 
cause separation of ice masses along structural surfaces that 
transect the thin ice (Flint, 1971). As a result, the separated ice 
block would stagnate and begin producing an ablation moraine. 
Concurrantly, the active ice front would shift to a new position, 
inside the stagnant ice mass and produce a second "recessional" 
moraine in the same time interval. 
The bedrock outcrops along the boundry between the two moraines 
support the hypothesis. Measured strike and dip of one of these 
outcrops (N21W, 22NE) coupled with the structural surface of the 
Cretaceous Muddy sandstone (mapped by Love, et.al., 1951), indicate 
that the outer moraine lies on a structural dip-slope, trending 
obliquely to glacial flow. This structural feature may have caused 
the separation of a large portion of the glacier's snout by gravity 
slipping along the dip-slope. 
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Lower Canvon Group: 
Till and gravel deposits along the Gros Ventre River between 
Lower Slide Lake and the western boundary of the study area near 
Kelly, Wyoming are designated the "Lower Canyon group" (refer to 
Plate 1).  This group has been subdivided into one alloformation 
termed the "Kelly drift". 
Kelly,Drift: 
Deposits assigned to the Kelly drift and the informal type 
localities are shown in figure 19. Morphologically, the Kelly till 
deposits are highly dissected, isolated moraine remnants at 
elevations of 41 - 54 m. (120-160 ft.) above the Holocene alluvial 
plain. Excluding the moraine remnant adjacent to the Lower Gros 
Ventre Slide, the till is characterized by a loose, sandy matrix; 
well rounded, striated cobbles; infrequent, highly weathered surface 
boulders; and stripped soil profiles.  These tlill characteristics, 
match descriptions of till in the Jackson Hole basin by Eschman, 
et.al. (1983) and Fryxell (1930). The unusual occurrance of well 
rounded cobbles may be the result of glacial reworking and 
incorporation of previously deposited gravels (Eschman, 
et.al.,1983). 
The moraine remnant immediately west of Lower Gros Ventre Slide 
(refer to fig.19) was identified as a typical lodgement till by the 
INQUA commission (Eschman, et.al., 1983). This deposit is 
morphologically identical to the other Kelly tills and is floored by 
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Figure 19.  Deposits of Kelly drift. 
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bedrock at an elevation of 2366 m. (6960 ft.). However, the 
internal till characteristics are very different. Eschman, et.al. 
(1983) identified na well developed boulder pavement (the boulders 
of which had faceted, striated upper surfaces with the striae 
oriented parallel to the valley side), strong fissility, a well 
developed clast fabric and a silty matrix." In addition, a large 
sand deposit capped with gravel covers a portion of the moraine's 
surface. It was suggested that this till may have been deposited by 
a lobe of ice flowing up the Gros Ventre canyon from Jackson Hole 
through a lake impounded in the canyon (Eschman, et.al., 1983). 
This hypothesis is discussed further on pgs. 103-105. 
A large gravel deposit located on Kelly Mountain has been 
mapped as Kelly drift (refer to fig.19). This designation is based 
on the gravel's high topographic position on a bedrock ridge and its 
highly dissected morphology. However, differentiating gravels and 
tills of Kelly drift is very difficult due to their similar internal 
characteristics (well rounded cobbles; loose, sandy matrix). In 
this study, Kelly gravels and tills were differentiated on the basis 
of identifiable striated cobbles, generally found in deep cuts where 
the striae are protected from the effects of weathering. Deep cuts 
do not exist in the Kelly Mountain deposit, therefore, only surface 
cobbles could be examined and the possibility that this deposit is a 
till cannot be ruled out. 
The majority of the deposits surrounding the Kelly tills are 
interpreted as the "remnants of an older level of the alluvial fan 
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emanating from Ditch Creek (refer to fig.19). The age of this 
alluvium is unknown, however, its dissection of the tills indicates 
that the fan remnants post-date the Kelly drift. The deposition of 
the original Ditch Creek fan may have washed over and incorporated 
much of the Kelly drift in this area, leaving only the 
topographically highest till deposits. 
Alden (1929) correlated the Kelly drift deposits north of Kelly 
Mountain with the Bull Lake glaciation. The highly dissected 
morphology coupled with the isolated distribution at elevations 
greater than 41 m. (120 ft.) above the Gros Ventre River refute this 
correlation. These characteristics closely resemble descriptions by 
Blackwelder (1915) and Richmond (1965) of Pre-Bull Lake drift 
(discussed on pgs. 15-16), therefore, the Kelly drift is tentatively 
correlated to the Pre-Bull Lake glaciation. In addition, the Bacon 
Ridge drift of the Upper Canyon group and the Grizzly Lake drift of 
the Kiddle Canyon group are correlated to the Kelly dr.ift. 
Holocene Deposits: 
The recent geomorphic history of the Gros Ventre canyon is 
characterized by extensive mass wasting. Two of these events have 
profoundly effected the morphology of the canyon by damming the Gros 
Ventre"River to form Upper and Lower Slide Lakes. The lakes 
impounded behind the slides resulted in the deposition of low 
6H 
7 
elevation terraces, varved clays and silts and terraced alluvial 
fans (refer to Plate 1). 
Upper Slide was active from 1880-1928 (Jenson, 1983) and formed 
Upper Slide Lake. Lake clays and silts mapped in the upper reaches 
of the Gros Ventre canyon indicate that the lake was formally much 
more extensive than it is at present. Gravel terraces less than 7 
m. (20 ft.) above present stream elevation and large alluvial fans 
near Dry Cottonwood Creek, Coal Mine Draw and Dallas Creek grade to 
this lake level (refer to Plate 1). Subsequent downcutting through 
the landslide has reduced Upper Slide Lake to its present 
dimensions. 
Lower Gros Ventre Slide occurred in 1925 forming Lower Slide 
Lake. Terraces less than 3.H m. (10 ft.) above present stream 
elevation and alluvial fans near the Red Hills and Horsetail Creek 
grade to the original lake level. In 1927, the slide was breached, 
catastrophically lowering the lake level and producing a large flood 
fan adjacent to the Lower Gros Ventre Slide (refer to Plate 1). . 
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RESULTS ANP DISCUSSION; Provenance Investigation 
Introduction: 
Provenance techniques were employed in this study to determine 
the source area of glacial deposits mapped in the Gros Ventre ^ 
canyon. This analysis aids in the deciphering of ice distribution 
and flow patterns during each glaciation by correlating individual 
deposits to an ice lobe emanating from a particular glaciated 
canyon. Pebble and heavy mineral assemblages clarify hypotheses 
based on field observations and suggest hypotheses where mapping and 
air photo interpretation are inconclusive. 
Provenance data were collected on till (44 sites) and selected 
outwash gravels (5 sites) in the study area. The location of the 
sample sites is shown in figure 20 and Plates 2-5. To insure 
accurate interpretation, multiple sampling was performed on critical 
deposits whose limited distribution rendered field data 
inconclusive. The interpretations are based on quantitative 
statistical analysis (R-mode factor and Q-mode cluster analysis) and 
qualitative comparison of pebble and heavy mineral assemblages. For 
reference in the following discussions, a generalized bedrock map of 
the Gros Ventre canyon and adjacent areas appears in figure 21. 
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-A 
Heavy mineral and pebble 
provenance samples 
A
 Pebble provenance samples only 
Figure 20. Location map of provenance sample sites. Insert map 
show3 the location of sartples collected in Jackson Hole tills 
(Burned  Ridge  and  Potholes  moraines). 
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Figure 21.     Generalized  bedrock map of  the Gros Ventre drainage 
basin  and  adjacent  areas. 
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Pebble Provenance Data: 
Pebble counts were grouped into seven lithologic types as 
follows:  (1) quartzite; (2) intrusive igneous/metamorphic; (3) 
extrusive igneous; (4) sandstone; (5) limestone/dolomite; (6) 
siltstone; and (7) shale.  The pebble count data are displayed 
graphically on Plate 2 and are listed in Appendix 1. Table 3 lists 
the lithologic pebble assemblage for each alloformation defined in 
the Gros Ventre canyon. The Middle Canyon group has been subdivided 
for comparison of deposits geographically associated with a 
particular tributary canyon. In addition, the pebble assemblage of 
two till deposits in Jackson Hole (Burned Ridge and Potholes 
moraines) is listed for comparison. 
R-mode factor analysis generated three factors which account 
for 85.1$ of the variance in the Pebble data.  The factor diagrams 
appear in figure 22. The variable numbers correspond to the 
following lithologies: 
Variable Litholoev 
1 quartzite 
2 intrusive igneous/ 
metamotphic 
3 extrusive igneous 
i» sandstone 
5 limestone/dolomite 
6 
7 
siltstone 
shale 
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—3 
O 
Alloformations 
(drift) Qtz Inl/Met ExI S.S. Lms/Dol Si 1st Sh Samples 
Upper 
Canyon 
Group 
Bacon Ridge 40 38 - 22 - - - UC-3 
Soda Mountain 2-18 - - 30-57 23-38 6-8 10-15 UC-2,7,8 
Fish Creek 2-14 - - 30-48 24-56 1-14 1-23 UC-1,4,6,9,10 
Grizzly Lake 13-65 2-20 0-2 6-58 1-35 1-23 2-10 
HH-28,29,30,31 
HT-35,36,37,38 
GL -25,26,27,39,40,41 
Mi
dd
le
 
Ca
ny
on
 
Gr
ou
p 
Cr
ys
ta
l 
Cr
ee
k Red Hills .0-13 - - 2 3-44 24-59 10-19 0-8 CC-12,18,23,24 
it    i 
Crystal Creek 0-3 - - 30-50 27-55 9 6-11 \ CC-11,13   ^ 
We
st
 
Mi
ne
r 
Cr
ee
k Red Hills - - - 24-28 55-56 14-16 1-6 WM-19,22 
Crystal Creek - - - 23-27 57 10-15 5-6 WM-20,21 
Ea
st
 
Mi
ne
r 
Cr
ee
k Red Hills - - - 25-29 56-62 10-12 2-3 EM-15,17 
Crystal Creek - - - 21-24 62-66 10-11 2-4 EM-14,16 
Lower Canyon 
Group 
Kelly 31-70 6-12 5-9 2-19 1-43 1-8 0-5 
SV-42,43,44,45,48 
K-52,53,54,55,56 
Jackson Hole 
tills 44-56 22 12-14 8-12 4 2-4 - JH-50,51 
Table 3.; Pebble assemblage of each alloformation defined in the 
Gros Ventre canyon.  Values in percent. 
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Figure 22.  R-mode factor loading diagrams for the pebble provenance 
data.  Cummulative variance accounted for:  85.1 %• 
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Factor one is dominated by quartzite and intrusive 
igneous/metamorphic (variables 1,2) inversely related to 
limestone/dolomite and siltstone (variables 5,6). Factor two 
consists of sandstone and shale (variables 4,7) inversely related to 
quartzite and intrusive ignequs/metamorphic (variables 1,2). In 
factor three, extrusive igneous (variable 3) is inversely related to 
sandstone (variable 4). The factors account for 41.0, 27.2 and 
16.9 %  of the total variance respectively. 
The results of the Q-mode cluster analysis of factor scores 
generated by R-mode factor analysis of the pebble data are shown in 
figure 23. At a distance value of .2, the samples cluster into five 
populations.  These populations are represented graphically on Plate 
3. The statistical groupings are generally geographically 
distributed, suggesting logical glacial flow patterns. The 
characteristic pebble assemblage of each allogroup and the source 
area determination based on this data are discussed following 
presentation of the heavy mineral provenance data. 
Heavy Mineral Provenance Data: 
Ten mineral species occurred in the heavy mineral assemblages 
in statistically significant (95$ confidence level) percentages. 
They are:  (1) opaques, (2) zircon, (3) fluorite, (4) amphibole, (5) 
garnet, (6) mica, (7) epidote, (8) pyroxene, (9) andalusite and 
(10) tourmaline.. All mineral species which comprise less than 3%  of 
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Figure 23.  Q-mode cluster diagram of normalized factor scores from 
R-mode facor analysis of the pebble provenance data. 
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the total population (400 grains) in every sample were defined as 
trace minerals.  This is based on a probable error of 1.7$ at the 
95$ confidence interval, on individual minerals comprising 3$ of the 
total population.  The error was calculated using the following 
equation from Carver (1971): 
yPOOO Eg5  =  2/P 00  -  P) 
where:  E = probable error in percent 
N = total number of grains counted 
P = percentage of N of an individual mineral 
Trace minerals include rutile, staurolite, sillimanite, monazite, 
apatite and chlorite. 
The heavy mineral provenance data are listed in Appendix 2. 
Frequency percentages for the ten principle mineral species (listed 
above) were calculated for each sample. The data are displayed 
graphically on Plate H  and are listed in Appendix 3. Table 4 lists 
the heavy mineral assemblage of each alloformation defined in the 
Gros Ventre canyon and the Burned Ridge and Potholes moraines in 
Jackson Hole.  The Middle Canyon group has been subdivided for 
comparison of deposits geographically associated with a particular 
tributary canyon. 
The results of R-mode factor analysis of the heavy mineral data 
are shown in figure 24. Three factors were defined which account 
7^ 
^3 
Al Lcformations 
(drift) op Zr Fl Am Gt Ml EP Px An Tm Samples 
Upper Canyon 
Group 
Soda Mountain 39-4.? 9-14 5-16 6-7 4-8 3-15 . 1-8 0-2 2-6 3-6 UC-2,7,9 
Fish Creek 36-42 8-10 3-19 3-12 4-R 4-7 1-10 0-4 3-6 3-4 UC-6,8,10,4 
a 
Grizzly Lake 21-82 2-6 0-.5 0-22 0-18 6-15 1-34 <l-6 0-3 '1 
#H-29,30,31 
HT-36.37 
GL-25,27,39,40,41 
o 
£ 
0 
c 
u 
0) 
T3 
XI 
S 
^ u 
u 
Red Hills 34-47 3-4 2-4 11-17 9-18 2-10 9-16 2-5 1-5 <1 CC-12,18,23,24 
Crystal Creek 50-52 
A 
7 4-6 3-7 1-2 18-23 2-5 0-2 2-3 0 CC-11,13 
We
st
 
Mi
ne
r 
Cr
ee
k Red Hills 60-74 4-5 <1 2-4 <1 12-1 ! 2-8 0-3 3-5 0 WM-19,22 
Crystal Creek 75 2-3 1 1-2 fl 1V-16 2-3 <1 £1 0 WM-20,21 
Ea
st
 
Mi
ne
r 
Cr
ee
k Red Hills 54-71 3-4 il 5-7 <l-2 15 1-8 1-2 3-7 <1 EM-15,17 
Crystal Creek 66-75 2-4 1-2 1-4 1-2 13 2-4 <l-2 2-4 0 EM-14,16 
Lower Canyon 
Group 
Kelly 11-12 1-3 0 8-16 6-10 1-6 43^-67 2-5 <1 <1 
SV-43,44,45,48 
K-53,54,55,56 
Jackson Hole Tills 15-18 1-2 0 6-13 4-7 2-3 51-61 3-8 <1 ,., 0 JH-50,51 
Table 4.  Heavy mineral assemblage of each alloformation defined in 
the Gros Ventre canyon.  Values in percent. 
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Figure 2k.    R-mode factor loading diagrams for the heavy mineral 
provenance data. 
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for 84.5$ of the variance present in the original data set. The 
variable numbers in"the factor diagrams correspond to the following 
minerals: 
Variable Mineral 
1 opaques 
2 zircon 
3 fluorite 
4 amphibole 
5 garnet 
6 mica 
7 epidote 
8 pyroxene^ 
9 andalusite 
10 tourmaline 
Factor one consists of opaques and mica (variables 1,6) inversely 
related to amphibole, garnet and pyroxene (variables 4,5,8); factor 
two consists of zircon, fluorite, andalusite and tourmaline 
(variables 2,3,9,10) inversely related to epidote (variable 7); and 
factor three consists of opaques and mica (variables 1,6) inversely 
related to epidote (variable 7). The factors account for 27.3$ • 
32.6$, and 24.6$ of the total variance respectively. 
At a distance value of .2, five populations were produced by Q- 
mode cluster analysis of factor scores generated by R-mode factor 
77 
analysis of the heavy mineral data . The cluster diagram appears in 
figure 25 and the populations are shown graphically on Plate 5. 
With the exception of population 2, the sample clusters are 
geographically distributed indicating glacial flow patterns. 
Population 2 contains samples from Middle Canyon group (Red Hills 
till, Grizzly Lake gravel) and Upper Canyon group (Fish Creek till) 
deposits. The wide spatial distribution of the samples does not 
indicate logical glacial flow patterns. Population 2 appears to 
represent samples which do not statistically correlate with any 
other population.  The individual components of this cluster will be 
compared with other samples from the same drift throughout the  j, 
following discussion. 
Upper Canvon Group Provenance: 
The pebble assemblage of the Upper Canyon group is 
characterized by high percentages of sandstone (30-57$)f slightly 
lower percentages of limestone/dolomite (23-38?) and quartzite (2- 
18?). With two exceptions (UC-1, UC-3), all pebble provenance 
samples from the Upper Canyon group cluster together in population 1 
(fig. 23; Plate 3)- The Upper Canyon pebble assemblage (population 
1) apparently reflects the proportion of Mesozoic verses Paleozoic 
rock types cropping out in the source area (refer to fig.21).  The 
Mesozoic units, which dominate in the source area, are mainly 
clastic lithologies whereas Paleozoic units are mainly carbonates. 
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Figure 25.  Q-mode cluster diagram of normalized factor scores from 
R-mode factor analysis of the heavy mineral provenance data. 
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Therefore, deposits of a glacier originating in the cirques of the 
Gros Ventre canyon should contain higher percentages of Mesozoic 
sandstone relative to Paleozoic limestone and dolomite. In general 
(5 of 9 samples), the pebble percentages (Plate 2) demonstrate this 
V 
relationship suggesting an upper Gros Ventre canyon source for the 
Upper Canyon deposits. This is in agreement with the geographic 
position of moraines and terraces. 
Variations from the general trend (s.s. > lms./dol.) are 
probably due to localized concentrations of carbonate rock from 
interbeds of limestone and dolomite (UC-1,8,9) or an input of 
material from outside the Gros Ventre drainage basin (UC-3). 
Localized carbonate concentration is clearly evident in samples UC-8 
and UC-9 from the moraines on the west side of the Gros Ventre 
River. These samples contain 1 and 8%  more carbonate than sandstbne 
respectively, but their total pebble assemblages statistically 
Correlate with the other Upper Canyon.group deposits. Sample UC-1 
from the eastern Fish Creek lateral moraine (refer to fig.20) is a 
more extreme case. It contains 16$ more carbonate than sandstone 
and statistically clusters with the deposits of the Middle Canyon • 
group (population 3, fig.23) which contain high carbonate 
percentages. However, a second sample taken from the same moraine 
(UC-1) shows the opposite trend (10$ more s.s. than lms./dol.) and 
the geographic position of the deposit indicates an upper Gros 
Ventre canyon source. 
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The pebble assemblage of the Bacon Ridge drift of the Upper 
Canyon group (sample UC-3) is also unusual. Sample UC-3 clusters 
alone in population 5 (fig. 23; Plate 3) and consists of H0% 
quartzite, 38? intrusive igneous/metamorphic and 22%  sandstone. Any 
hypothesis concerning the source of this Bacon Ridge deposit must 
■explain the presence of intrusive igneous and metamorphic 
lithologies.  These rocks occur only in Precambrian units which do 
not crop out in the headwaters of the Gros Ventre River. Limited 
Precambrian outcrops do occur in the upper reaches of Fish Creek 
(refer to fig.21) and preliminary geologic mapping by Rohrer (1969) 
revealed the existence of glacial deposits in Fish Creek canyon. 
However, the coalescing of a tributary glacier originating in Fish 
Creek canyon with ice emanating from the upper reaches of the Gros 
Ventre canyon during the Pre-Bull Lake glaciation cannot explain the 
presence of intrusive igneous and metamorphic lithologies in the 
Bacon Ridge gravel at site UC-3. The spatial morphology of this 
deposit, parallel to the Gros Ventre River and its geographic 
position upvalley from the junction of the Gros Ventre River and 
Fish Creek indicates an upper Gros Ventre canyon source area. 
It should be noted that the geographic position of the Bacon 
Ridge deposit between Cottonwood Creek and Breakneck Creek (see fig. 
8) could indicate correlation of this deposit with a glacier sourced 
in Fish Creek. Detailed pebble provenance was not performed on this 
deposit, but intrusive igneous and metamorphic clasts were noted on 
the deposits surface during field mapping.  Therefore, a Fish Creek 
tributary glacier may have contributed to the glacial system.-but 
cannot be the only source of the Bacon Ridge deposits. 
> 
The presence of Precambrian uniuS just over (but not within) 
tne drainage basins of all the glaciated canyons of the study area 
(refer to fig.21) allows an alternative explanation for the source 
of the Precambrian pebbles in many of the Gros Ventre deposits 
(including both Bacon Ridge deposits).  This hypothesis envolkes a 
divide crossing ice cap in the Gros Ventre and Wind River Ranges to 
carry igneous and metamorphic rocks into the Gros Ventre drainage 
basin. A Gros Ventre Range ice cap is the most probable source for 
the Bacon Ridge deposits as the Gros Ventre canyon heads in this 
range. However, the connection of the Gros Ventre Range and the 
Wind River Mountains along the continental divide suggests that both 
ranges may have been covered by one, extensive ice cap during the 
Pre-Bull Lake glaciation. The exsistance of this ice cap is 
supported by the recurrence of an ice cap on the V.'ind River range,, 
during the less extensive Bull Lake glaciation (Richmond, 1965; 
Holmes, et.al. 1955) and the topographically smooth, flat-topped 
configuration of most of the Gros Ventre Range along the drainage 
divide (fig. 26). 
An ice cap covering the Gros Ventre and Wind River Mountains 
would bury the pre-existing drainage patterns and carry material to 
outlet glaciers near the margins of the ice mass. The position of 
the Gros Ventre drainage basin along the northeastern margin of the 
Gros Ventre Range, would promote the formation of outlet glaciers in 
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Figure 26.  Topographic map of the Gros Ventre Range. 
Scale - 1:250,000. 
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the Gros Ventre and its tributary canyons.  These outlet glaciers 
would carry material from large areas of the Gros Ventre Range and 
possibly sections of the Wind River Mountains thereby introducing 
exotic lithologies that would not be incorporated by valley glaciers 
confined to the cirques of the Gros Ventre canyon. Therefore, 
according to this hypothesis the pebble assemblage of the Bacon 
Ridge drift reflects the mixing of sedimentary units from the Gros 
Ventre drainage basin with igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary 
units from the adjacent mountains. Specifically, this mechanism 
accounts for intrusive igneous, metamorphic and quartzite pebbles 
where they are either totally lacking or less abundant in younger 
deposits correlated to the same source valley. 
The ice cap hypothesis discussed above is supported by the 
occurrance of Pre-Bull Lake tills on Deer Ridge; a broad flat-topped 
divide between Shoal and Granite Creeks in the Gros Ventre Range 
(Eschman, et.al., 1983b). The tills contain clasts of Precambrian 
granites and granite gneisses as well as Paleozoic and Mesozoic 
sedimentary units (Eschman, et.al., 1983).  The geographic position 
of Deer Ridge just over the divide of the headwaters of the Gros • 
Ventre River (refer to fig. 26) suggests that an ice cap on the Gros 
Ventre Range could incorporate Precambrian, Paleozoic and Mesozoic 
lithologies and deposit them in the Gros Ventre drainage basin. 
The heavy mineral assemblage of the Upper Canyon group is 
characterized by opaques (39-43?) with variable quantities (0-19?) 
of all the other minerals (Plate 4). Fluorite occurs as a secondary 
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peak in three samples (16-19$ in UC-2,4,6), two of which (UC-2,4) 
are from tills on the eastern canyon wall. Qualitatively, this nay 
indicate a localized source of fluorite in the rocks east of the 
Gros Ventre River. Excluding sample UC-10, all samples from Upper 
Canyon deposits statistically cluster in population H (fig. 25; 
Plate 5). The heavy mineral assemblage of sample UC-10 (population 
2, fig.25) is very similar to the assemblages of samples in 
population H,  except for a slightly lower percentage of opaques 
(362). Therefore, the Fish Creek till exemplified by sample UC-10 
correlates with the other Upper Canyon tills based on qualitative 
comparison of heavy mineral assemblages (Plate H),  geographic 
position adjacent to Fish Creek lateral moraines (Plate 1) and 
pebble provenance data (Plate 3) and the statistical exclusion of 
this sample is rejected. 
The statistical clustering of the heavy mineral assemblages 
from the Upper Canyon drifts coupled with the spatial morphology of 
the moraines (discussed on pgs. 36—49) indicates an upper Gros 
Ventre canyon source area for all these deposits.  This 
interpretation supports the conclusions drawn from the pebble 
provenance data (discussed on pgs. 78-80).  Presumably, the heavy 
mineral assemblage reflects the greater proportion of Kesozoic rocks 
in comparison to Paleozoic rocks in the upper Gros Ventre canyon. 
It should be noted that the heavy mineral assemblage of the Bacon 
Ridge gravels was not determined in this study. Therefore, the 
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conclusions drawn from the heavy mineral provenance data do not 
apply to the Bacon Ridge depsits. 
Middle Canyon Group Provenance:  Red Hills and Crystal Creek Drift 
The following discussion of the pebble and heavy mineral 
provenance of the Middle Canyon group will not include the deposits 
assigned to the Grizzly Lake drift. Due to its problematic pebble 
and heavy mineral assemblage, the Grizzly Lake drift will be 
discussed in a separate section (pgs. 92-98). ••  This will enable a 
comparison of the Grizzly Lake provenance with the pebble and heavy 
mineral assemblages of all the other drift in the study area. 
Excluding samples CC-11 and CC-12, pebble assemblages from 
moraines of Red Hills and Crystal Creek drift of the Middle Canyon 
group statistically clustered into population 3 (Plate 3). As shown 
on Plate 2, the deposits of population 3 are dominated by carbonate 
lithologies (46-66$) with subordinate sandstone (21-36?) and 
siltstone (10-19$).  In addition, quartzite does not occur in any of 
these deposits.  This assemblage apparently reflects the lithology 
the of Paleozoic rocks along most of Crystal Creek and East and West 
Miner Creeks (fig. 21).  Glaciers flowing out of these canyons would 
incorporate Paleozoic carbonates over most of their flow paths, 
adding Mesozoic elastics near their terminal positions. The pebble 
assemblages of deposits originating in Crystal Creek, East Miner 
Creek and West Miner Creek are nearly identical (Plate 2). 
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High sandstone content (44-50?) and the presence of quartzite 
(4-14?) in samples CC-11 and CC-12 from the Middle Canyon group 
moraines on the east side of Crystal Creek resulted in their 
statistical clustering with the Upper Canyon group deposits 
(population V, Plate 3). The position and geometry of these lateral 
moraines definitively indicates a Crystal Creek source area. The 
high sandstone to carbonate ratio in pebble counts from these two 
moraines is not considered indicative of an upper Gros Ventre canyon 
source area for these deposits. Two explanations can be offered to 
explain the anamolous pebble assemblage of these moraines. First, 
Mesozoic units crop out along the eastern canyon wall of Crystal 
Creek (refer to fig.21) and a glacier flowing down Crystal Creek 
canyon would incorporate higher percentages of clastic material in 
moraines on its eastern side. A second possibility is that the 
Crystal Creek glacier overran and incorporated quartzite and 
sandstone rich  outwash gravels from the upper Gros Ventre canyon 
along its upvalley margin. Therefore, moraines on the eastern side 
of Crystal Creek would be enriched in clastic inwash material. 
The heavy mineral assemblage of most (11 of 14 samples) of the 
Red Hills and Crystal Creek till of the Middle Canyon group 
statistically cluster in population 1 (fig.25; Plate 5).  The tills 
of this population are characterized by very high percentages of 
opaques (48-75?) with secondary peaks of mica (10-23$).  All other 
minerals are only" marginally represented (0-8?). Three samples (CC- 
12 ,23,24) of Red Hills till geographically associated with Crystal 
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Creek statistically cluster in population 2 (fig. 25; Plate 5). 
These tills are also dominated by opaques (34-^*3$) but have 
secondary peaks in amphibole (16-17$), garnet (9-18$) and epidote 
(9-16$). In addition, sample CC-18 (population 1, Plate 5) from the 
Red Hills moraine on the west side of Crystal Creek containes 11$ 
amphibole and 15$ epidote as well as a secondary peak of mica (10$). 
The Red Hills drift adjacent to the Gros Ventre River (CC- 
12,18,23,24) have multiple secondary mineral peaks while those of 
the younger Crystal Creek drift adjacent to the Gros Ventre River 
(CC—11,13) contain only a mica secondary peak.  Pebble provenance 
(discussed above) coupled with the geographic position of the 
eastern moraines indicate a Crystal Creek source area for these 
deposits. Heavy mineral assemblages of tills along East and West 
Miner Creek indicate that dominantly Paleozoic source rocks result 
in high percentages of opaques and mica. Crystal Creek canyon also 
has dominantely Paleozoic source rocks except for a belt of Mesozoic 
units along the eastern canyon wall. Therefore, the older, larger 
Red Hills glacier occupying Crystal Creek canyon may have 
incorporated more Mesozoic material along its eastern boundry due to 
its higher topographic limit in relation to the younger, smaller 
Crystal Creek glacier. This hypothesis would explain the secondary 
epidote, amphibole and garnet peaks found along the eastern margin 
of the Red Hills drift along Crystal Creek canyon. 
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Lower Canvon Group Provenance: " 
Samples of Lower Canyon group deposits (Kelly drift) indicate a 
pebble assemblage characterized by quartzite (31-70?), intrusive 
igneous/metamorphic (6-12$), extrusive igneous (5-9$) and variable 
amounts (0-43?) of sedimentary rocks. Extrusive igneous lithologies 
are mainly rhyolite, but basalt, andesite and tuff are also present. 
The percentage of sedimentary pebbles (ss., siltst., shale, 
lms./dolo.) tended to increase in tills located farther up the Gros 
Ventre canyon. For example, limestone percentages increased from 1- 
3%  (K-52,53,5i»,55,56) in till deposits adjacent to Kelly Mountain to 
18-1132 (SV-42,JJ3,41|,H5,48) in the till deposit adjacent to the Lower 
Gros Ventre Slide. 
Statistically, the pebble assemblage of ail Kelly drift samples 
(.based on 10 samples) cluster with the two samples from the Burned 
Ridge and Potholes moraines in Jackson Hole (population H,fig. 22; 
Plate3)• Jackson Hole tills are characterized by ^H-56%  quartzite, 
22% intrusive igneous/metamorphic, 12—14% extrusive igneous and low 
percentages in all sedimentary lithologies (0-12$).  The statistical 
similarity of Kelly drift and Jackson Hole till indicates compatible 
source areas.  Therefore, the Kelly tills were deposited by a lobe 
of ice flowing up the Gros Ventre canyon from a large glacier in the 
Jackson Hole basin. 
In agreement with the pebble provenance data, the heavy mineral 
assemblage of Kelly drift statistically correlate with the 
assemblage of tills in the northern Jackson Hole basin (population 
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5,fig. 26; Plate 5). The heavy mineral assemblages are dominated by 
epidote (^3-67%) with secondary opaques (11-21?) and amphibole (6- 
16%)  peaks (Plate JJ). The correlation of Kelly tills along the Gros 
Ventre River with Jackson Hole till and the dissimilarity of the 
Kelly drift heavy mineral assemblage in relation to all the other 
glacial deposits in the Gros Ventre canyon corroborates upvalley 
flow of a Jackson Hole glacier during the Pre-Bull Lake glaciation. 
Upvalley glacier flow from Jackson Hole is documented by two 
factors: (1) the presence of rhyolite, andesite and basalt in the 
Jackson Hole and Kelly drifts and their absence in the Upper and 
Middle Canyon drifts; and (2) the increase in the percentage of 
sedimentary rocks (s.s., lms./dol., silst., shale) in the Kelly 
drift as one proceeds up the Gros Ventre canyon. The volcanic 
assemblage (rhyolite, andesite, basalt) of the Kelly drifts and 
their absence from the Upper and Middle Canyon drifts indicates a 
non-Gros Ventre canyon source area for the Kelly deposits. 
Excluding tuff, volcanic rocks do not crop out in the Gros Ventre 
drainage basin or in the Gros Ventre Range, adjacent to the major 
glaciated canyons (refer to fig. 21). Therefore, the Kelly till 
could not have been deposited by a glacier flowing down the Gros 
Ventre canyon.  In addition, a glacier flowing upvalley from Jackson 
Hole would incorporate increasing amounts of Paleozoic and Mesozoic 
sedimentary units (s.s., lms./dol., silst., shale) which crop out in 
Jackson Hole and along the lower reaches of the Gros Ventre canyon. 
The abundance of these lithologies would increase at the expense of 
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quartzite (by dilution) as the ice moved upcanyon through 
sedimentary units. 
The interpretations discussed above hinge on the comparison of 
Pinedale tills in Jackson Hole with the Pre-Bull Lake Kelly drift. 
This comparison is valid only if the source area of the Jackson Hole 
glacier was the same in each glaciation. During the Pinedale and 
Bull Lake glaciations, the source areas were (east to west): the 
Absoraka Mountains, Yellowstone Plateau and the northern Tetons 
(Love, et.al., 1971; Fryxell, 1930). Pre-Bull Lake source areas 
were the Absoraka Mountains for the eastern part of the glacier and 
the Beartooth Mountains for the western part (Love, et.al., 1971). 
Since* the Gros Ventre canyon lies on the eastern side of the Jackson 
Hole basin, ice flowing upvalley from the Pre-Bull Lake glacier 
would have originated in the Absoraka Mountains. The spatial 
morphology of the Burned Ridge and Potholes moraine indicate a 
source from Buffalo Fork canyon which contained' ice from the 
Absoraka Mountains (Fryxell, 1930; Richmond, 1976; see fig. 5). 
Therefore, .the Absoraka Mountains were probably the dominant source 
for both the Pinedale gLacier which deposited the Jackson Hole tills 
and the Pre-Bull Lake glacier which is believed to have deposited 
the Kelly drift. 
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Middle Canvon Group Provenance: Grizzly Lake Drift 
The pebble and heavy mineral assemblages of the Grizzly Lake 
drift do not demonstrate consistent statistical trends. 
Qualitatively the pebble and heavy mineral assemblages seem to 
separate the Grizzly Lake deposits into two groups:  (1) the till 
south of the Gros Ventre River near Grizzly Lake and (2) the till 
and gravel north of the Gros Ventre River near Horsetail Creek 
(Plates 2,3,^,5). 
The pebble assemblage of the southern Grizzly Lake deposits is 
characterized by 18-58? sandstone and 10-35? limestone/dolomite with 
subordinate quartzite (13-28?) and siltstone (6-23?). In addition, 
intrusive igneous and metamorphic lithologies are present in small 
J 
quantities (2-5?). Statistically, three samples (GL-39,^0,41) 
clustered with the Upper Canyon group deposits (population 1, Plate 
3) due to a predominance of sandstone (35-58?) and three samples 
(GL-25,26,27) clustered with the younger Middle Canyon group 
deposits (population 3i Plate 3) due to a predominance of carbonate 
(31-35?). Based on field observations, the high sandstone content 
in the southern Grizzly Lake samples GL-39, GL-HO and GL-41 is 
assumed to be the result of float contamination from adjacent 
outcrops of the Nugget sandstone. 
The heavy mineral assemblage of the southern Grizzly Lake 
deposits is typified by very high opaques (68-82?) percentages and 
secondary mica (12-15?) peaks. All the other minerals are only 
marginally represented (0-6?). Statistically, all the heavy mineral 
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samples from the southern Grizzly Lake tills (GL-25,26,27,39,40,4l) 
cluster with the younger Middle Canyon group deposits (population 1, 
Plate 5). 
All of the pebble provenance samples from the northern Grizzly 
Lake deposits cluster alone in population 2 (fig. 23; Plate 3). 
This includes four samples (HH-28,29,30,31) from the large till 
remnant and four samples (HT-35,36,37,38) from the adjacent outwash. 
deposits.  The pebble assembfage is dominated by quartzite (42-65?) 
with secondary sandstone (6-27$) and intrusive igneous/metamorphic 
rocks (7-20$). Three samples (HH-29,HT-35,38) contained 1-2$ 
extrusive igneous rocks, all of which were identified as tuff. 
The heavy mineral provenance samples from the northern Grizzly 
Lake deposits cluster into two populations (Plate 5). Samples (HH- 
29,31»32) from the large till remnant cluster alone in population 4 
(fig. 25; Plate 5) with a heavy mineral assemblage characterized by 
opaques (21-23$), amphibole (18-21$) and epidote (25-34$) in 
relatively equal quantities. Samples from the northern Grizzly Lake 
gravels (HT-36,37) cluster in population 2 (fig.25, Plate 5) but 
have similer heavy mineral assemblages: .29-30$ opaques, 19-22$ 
amphibole and 17$ epidote. The statistical separation of the 
northern Grizzly Lake deposits is attributed to the appreciable 
amount of garnet (16-18$) in the gravels. 
The unusual provenance assemblage coupled with statistical 
clustering of Grizzly Lake deposits in different populations may 
indicate seperate source areas for the various Grizzly Lake drifts 
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discussed above. The presence of intrusive igneous and metamorphic 
lithologies in the Grizzly Lake deposits (Plate 2) requires a source 
area containing Precambrian rocks. Crystal Creek canyon does 
contain a minor Precambrian outcrop (fig. 21), however, igneous and 
metamorphic lithologies do not occur in younger deposits (Red Hills 
and Crystal Creek drift) correlated to a Crystal Creek source area 
(Plate 2).  In addition, Middle Canyon group deposits correlated to 
East and West Miner Creeks do not contain quartzite, igneous or 
metamorphic rocks, all of which are present in Grizzly Lake 
deposits.  Therefore, glaciers confined to the canyons of the Middle 
Canyon group (Crystal Creek, East Miner Creek, West Miner Creek) 
cannot be the source of the Grizzly Lake drift. 
Deposition of the Grizzly Lake drift by the Pre-Bull Lake 
glacier depositing Lower Canyon group tills (Kelly drift) is also 
rejected on the basis o. provenance.  The Kelly tills containe 5-9£ 
extrusive igneous rocks (Plate 2), dominated by rhyolite.  The 
Grizzly Lake deposits do not contain rhyolite.  The extrusive 
igneous rocks (1-2£ in 3 samples) that occur in the Grizzly Lake 
drift are all tuffs.  In addition, the Grizzly Lake deposits do not 
have the dominant epidote peaks characteristic of the Lower Canyon 
group heavy mineral assemblage (1-34/5 in Grizzly Lake vs. 43—67% in 
Kelly drift). 
On the basis of the provenance data, the Gros Ventre ice cap 
hypothesis, previously suggested as the source of the Bacon Ridge 
drift of the Upper Canyon group (discussed on pgs. 82-84), is again 
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the most logical explanation for the provenance of the Grizzly Lake 
drift. According to this hypothesis, a Pre-Bull Lake ice cap 
covering the Gros Ventre and Wind River Mountains buried the pre- 
existing drainage patterns and formed outlet glaciers in the Gros 
Ventre drainage basin. The outlet glaciers contained material from 
large areas of the Gros Ventre Range and possibly sections of the 
Wind River Mountains, thereby incorporating igneous, metamorphic and 
sedimentary units from the adjacent mountains into the Pre-Bull Lake 
deposits of the study area. Specifically, the ice cap hypothesis 
accounts for the intrusive igneous, metamorphic and quartzite 
pebbles in the Grizzly Lake drift.  The occurrance of tuff pebbles 
in the northern Grizzly Lake deposits but not in the other Grizzly 
Lake deposits suggests that the source of tuff is within the 
drainage basin. The tuff was probably incorporated by the advancing 
glacier as inwash gravels from the Tertiary outcrops north of the 
Gros Ventre River (refer to fig. 21). 
The heavy mineral provenance of the Grizzly Lake drift 
indirectly supports the ice cap hypothesis discussed above and 
suggests? possible flow patterns for the outlet glaciers occupying 
the glaciated canyons of the Gros Ventre drainage basin.  The heavy 
mineral assemblage of the northern Grizzly Lake deposits does not 
correlate with any of the tills in the study area (Plate 4). The 
lack of Correlation indirectly suggests a source outside the Gros 
Ventre drainage basin, from a glacier that was not confined to a 
particular glaciated canyon within the Gros Ventre drainage. 
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Presumably, the characteristic assemblage of:  epidote (17-3W> 
opaques (21-30?), amphibole (18-22?) and garnet (16-18?) is related 
to the breakdown of intrusive igneous and metamorphic lithologies 
present in the northern Grizzly Lake deposits. In addition, the 
unique heavy mineral provenance may indicate the coalescing of all 
the outlet glaciers flowing into the Gros Ventre drainage basin into 
a composite glacier occupying the Gros Ventre canyon. This is 
supported by the northern Grizzly Lake pebble assemblage which also 
does not correlate with any of the tills in the study area. 
The heavy mineral assemblage of the southern Grizzly Lake tills 
(68-82? opaques; 12-15? mica) correlates with most of the younger 
Middle Canyon group tills (48-75? opaques; 10-23? mica), previously 
correlated to Crystal Creek, East Miner Creek and West Miner Creek 
canyons. This correlation may reflect the extension of Pre-Bull 
Lake outlet glaciers occupying Crystal Creek, East Miner Creek and 
West Miner Creek into the Gros Ventre canyon during deposition of 
the Grizzly Lake drift. The occurrence of igneous, metamorphic and 
quartzite pebbles in the southern Grizzly Lake till (Plate 2) 
requires and supports the ice cap hypothesis since these lithologies 
do not occur in the younger Middle Canyon deposits correlated on the 
basis of heavy mineral assemblages. The apparent lack of an igneous 
and metamorphic component in the heavy mineral assemblage of the 
southern Grizzly Lake tills may be the result of low percentages of 
Precambrian lithologies (2-5?) in the deposits. The dominatly 
sedimentary source area indicated by the pebble provenance may have 
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resulted in dilution of the igneous and metamorphic heavy minerals 
and negligible representation in the overall assemblage. 
The pebble and heavy mineral provenance data provide indirect 
evidence in support of the relative age designations for the glacial 
drift in this study. Provenance data suggests markedly different 
flow patterns for the Pre- Bull Lake glaciers as compared to younger 
glaciations. The provenance assemblages of Pinedale and Bull Lake 
drift from each source canyon (Crystal Creek vs. Red Hills drift; 
Fish Creek vs. Soda Mountain drift) are very similar indicating that 
the glaciers were confined to individual canyons and derived 
material only from the Gros Ventre drainage basin. The provenance 
assemblages of Pre-Bull Lake drift,(Grizzly Lake and Bacon Ridge 
drift) require an input of material (ie. Precambrian rocks) from 
outside the Gros Ventre drainage basin probably by the divide 
crossing of outlet glaciers from an ice cap centered on the Gros 
Ventre and Wind River Mountains.  In addition, the provenance of 
the Kelly drift indicates upvalley flow from a glacier in Jackson 
Hole only during the Pre-Bull Lake glaciation. 
The preceding evidence suggests that the areal extent and ice 
deployment patterns were very similar for Pinedale and Bull Lake 
glaciers in the Gros Ventre and its tributary canyons. The Pre-Bull 
Lake glaciers were much more extensive and followed ice deployment 
patterns which did not recur in younger glaciations. Since this 
relationship has been observed by various workers in western Wyoming 
(Blackwelder, 1915; Fryxell, 1930; Holmes and Moss, 1955; Richmond, 
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1965), it supports the relative age designations for the drift in 
the study area. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: Reconstructed Ice Deployment 
Introduction; 
Detailed surficial mapping, relative dating parameters and 
provenance assemblages (discussed previously) were employed to 
determine the extent of glaciation, deposit correlation, source 
areas and glacial flow patterns in the Gros Ventre and its tributary 
canyons. Reconstructing the ice deployment during each stage of 
glaciation is the final step in determining the glacial history of 
the study area. The models presented here are based on the mapping 
and provenance data collected during this study and although the 
interpretations present a logical ice deployment history, which 
harmonizes all the data, modifications may be necessary as more data 
become available. 
Glacial deposits in the study area have been tentatively 
correlated to the Pre-Bull Lake, Bull Lake and Pinedale glaciations 
of the Rocky Mountain Glacial Model of west-central Wyoming (Table 
r
1
- 
5).  Ice deployment models are suggested for each of these 
glaciations. For clarity in the following discussions, the glaciers 
occupying the major glaciated canyons are herein named:  the "Upper 
Gros Ventre lobe", "Crystal Creek lobe", "East Miner Creek glacier", 
"West Miner Creek glacier" and the "Jackson Hole lobe". 
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Table 5.  Stratigraphic nomenclature of the glacial drift in the 
Gros Ventre canyon and suggested correlations with' the Rocky 
Mountain Glacial Model. 
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Pre-Bull Lake Glaniation: 
Till and outwash correlated to the Pre-Bull Lake glaciation 
include all deposits of Bacon Ridge drift (Upper Canyon group), 
Grizzly Lake drift (Middle Canyon group) and Kelly drift (Lower 
Canyon group). The isolated distribution and dissected morphology 
of these deposits make reconstructed ice deployment tentative at 
best. The problem is accentuated by the total lack of Pre-Bull Lake 
till associated with the Bacon Ridge gravels and the geomorphic 
modification of the Gros Ventre canyon due to downcutting, 
subsequent glaciations and Holocene mass wasting. Based on the 
available data, two hypotheses are proposed for the ice deployment 
during the Pre-Bull Lake glaciation. The models are shown in 
figures 27 and 29 and are discussed below. 
Hypothesis A involves the coalescing of the Gros Ventre lobe, 
Crystal Creek lobe and the East and West Miner .Creek glaciers into a 
composite glacier occupying the Gros Ventre canyon.  A tributary 
glacier emanating from Fish Creek is added to the Gros Ventre lobe 
based on preliminary geologic mapping by Rohrer (1969) which 
revealed glacial deposits in the upper reaches of Fish Creek canyon. 
The exsistence of a Fish Creek tributary glacier cannot be 
documented in this study, however, it seems logical considering the 
size of the Fish Creek drainage area and the extent of glaciation 
hypothesized.  An ice cap, centered on the Gros Ventre Range, is 
probably the source of the composite glacier, introducing intrusive 
igneous and metamorphic lithologies foreign to the glaciated 
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Figure 27.  Reconstructed ice deployment in the Gros Ventre canyon 
during the Pre-Bull Lake glaciation (Bacon Ridge, Grizzly Lake 
and Kelly drifts) - Hypothesis A. 
% 
canyons. Grizzly Lake and Bacon Ridge drift were deposited by this 
glacier based on the absence of extrusive igneous rocks (excluding 
tuff) in their pebble assemblages. 
Near the western boundry of the study area, a lobe of ice 
(Jackson Hole lobe) flowed up the Gros Ventre canyon from the Pre- 
Bull Lake glacier occupying the Jackson Hole basin. The presence of 
extrusive pebbles other than tuff (rhyolite, andesite, basalt) and a 
heavy mineral assemblage dominated by epidote indicate that the 
Kelly drift was deposited by the Jackson Hole lobe. Upvalley 
glacier flow blocked the Gros Ventre drainage producing a glacial 
lake between the Jackson Hole lobe and the composite glacier flowing 
down the Gros Ventre canyon (fig. 28).  The exsistence of this lake 
is suggested by the internal characteristics of the Kelly till 
adjacent to the Lower Gros Ventre Slide and the Grizzly Lake sand 
and gravel near the mouth of Horsetail Creek. The silty matrix of 
the Kelly lodgement till is different from the sandy matrix of the 
other Kelly drifts and was probably incorporated as the Jackson Hole 
lobe advanced into the glacial lake impounded in the canyon 
(Eschman, et.al., 1983). The clean sand, capped by gravel on the 
tills surface, may be a beach or deltaic deposit produced when the 
lake abutted the ice front.  In addition, the sand deposits capped 
by gravel on the east side of Horsetail Creek may be the remains of 
a delta formed in the glacial lake (fig. 28). Deltaic bedding 
could not be identified in these deposits due to the lack of deep 
cuts, therefore a deltaic origin cannot be confirmed. 
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Figure 28. Detail of the reconstructed ice deployment near the 
mouth of the Gros Ventre canyon during the Pre-Bull Lake 
glaciation. 
The outlet of the glacial lake was probably along the southern 
margin of the Jackson Hole lobe at an elevation of approxiamately 
24U m. (7100 ft.)- This is based on the elevation of Grizzly Lake 
and Kelly drift deposited along the margins of the lake.  The ice 
marginal drainage resulted in a shift from the southeast - northwest 
trend of the Gros Ventre River to its present north-south course 
along Kelly Mountain near the mouth of the canyon (refer to fig. 
28).  The highest elevation of bedrock underlying the gravel on 
Kelly Mountain is 2391* m. (7040 ft.), exposed by the Gros Ventre 
River as it cut the second-cycle valley.  This is probably the nick 
point of the north-south trending section of the Gros Ventre canyon. 
Hypothesis B (fig. 29) differs from Hypothesis A in the 
configuration of the glaciers flowing down the Gros Ventre and Fish 
Creek canyons. The lack of Pre-Bull Lake deposits between the Upper 
and Middle Canyon drifts suggests that the Upper Gros Ventre lobe 
may not have extended far enough downvalley to coalesce with the 
other glaciers in the canyon.  The terminal position of the Gros 
Ventre lobe can only be inferred from the position of the Bacon 
Ridge gravels.  In this hypothesis,  the Crystal Creek lobe 
coalesced with the East and West Miner Creek glaciers forming a 
large, expanded foot glacier in the Gros Ventre canyon and 
depositing all the Grizzly Lake drift. This glacier would have 
blocked glaciofluvial drainage of the Upper Gros Ventre lobe, 
forming a glacial lake between the ice fronts. Deposits which could 
be attributed to this lake were not found in the study area but mass 
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Figure 29-  Reconstructed ice deployment in the Gros Ventre canyon 
during the Pre-Bull. Lake glaciation (Bacon Ridge, Grizzly Lake 
and Kelly drifts) - Hypothesis B. 
wastage and subsequent downcutting may have removed all evidence of 
the lakes' existence. 
The ice deployment of the Jackson Hole lobe and the drainage 
patterns produced by the upvalley flow are the same in Hypothesis B 
as in Hypothesis A. In addition, an ice cap on the Gros Ventre 
Range is again hypothesized as the source for all the glaciers 
flowing down the Gros Ventre canyon based on the provenance 
assemblages of Grizzly Lake and Bacon Ridge drift.  The tuff pebbles 
found in the Grizzly Lake drift north of the Gros Ventre River could 
have originated as inwash gravels from the Tertiary rocks 
outcropping in the northern Gros Ventre drainage basin that were 
incorporated by the advancing Crystal Creek lobe. 
Definite conclusions as to which hypothesis (A or B) best 
describes the ice deployment during the Pre-Bull Lake glaciation 
cannot be made with the present data base. However, the topographic 
elevation of Bacon Ridge drift, 170 - 190 m. (500-560 ft.) above 
present stream elevation suggests that the Gros Ventre lobe extended 
far downvalley. In addition, the input of ice from an ice cap 
located on the Gros Ventre Range would allow extension of the Pre- 
Bull Lake glaciers far beyond the limits of younger glaciers which 
originated in the cirques of individual valleys. Therefore, an ice 
deployment scheme in which all glaciers flowing downvalley coalesced 
into a composite glacier (hypothesis A) seems more reasonable for 
the Pre-Bull Lake glaciation. 
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Bull Lake Glaciation: 
The deposits of Red Hills (Middle Canyon group) and Soda 
Mountain (Upper Canyon group) drifts have been correlated to the 
Bull Lake glaciation.  The provenance assemblages of the deposits 
indicates that the glaciers originated in the cirques' of the Gros 
Ventre drainage basin and occurred as separate lobes of ice, 
confined to individual canyons.  In general, the Bull Lake 
glaciation was much less extensive than the older Pre-Bull Lake 
glaciation and very similar in character to, albeit slightly more 
extensive than, the subsequent Pinedale glaciation. Figure 30 is 
the reconstruction of the ice deployment for the Bull Lake 
glaciation in the Gros Ventre canyon. 
The lack of end moraine deposits associated with Soda Mountain 
■■■I 
drift makes it difficult to determine the terminal position of the 
Upper Gros Ventre lobe. The position shown in figure 31 is infered 
from the geographic position of Soda Mountain gravel deposits (which 
form adjacent to, and downvalley from, the ice margin) coupled with 
the configuration of the lateral moraine remnants. In this 
reconstruction, the Upper Gros Ventre lobe was confined to the Gros 
Ventre canyon until the elevation of the canyon wall decreased to 
approximately 2788 m. (8200 ft.). At this point, the ice breached 
the canyon walls, forming a foot glacier at the junction of the Gros 
Ventre River and Fish Creek (fig. 31 )• The spreading of the ice 
lobe into a foot glacier caused rapid thinning of the ice and 
subsequent stagnation around the outer edges of the glacier.  This 
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Figure 30.  Reconstructed ice deployment in the Gros Ventre canyon 
during the Eull Lake glaciation (Soda Mountain and Red Hills 
drifts). 
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Figure 31•  Reconstructed ice deployment of the Upper Gros Ventre 
lobe during the Bull Lake glaciation. 
process produced the broad lateral moraines with preserved ice 
disintegration features. 
The inferred terminal position of the Upper Gros Ventre lobe 
would have blocked the present Fish Creek drainage during the Bull 
Lake glaciation.  Therefore, meltwater was forced into Cottonwood 
Creek where it flowed around the ice front into the Gros Ventre 
River (fig. 3D-  In addition, the elevation of the Soda Mountain 
terrace in Cottonwood Creek (2638 m., 7760 ft.) is identical to a 
low point in the divide between Fish and Cottonwood Creeks. This 
suggests that the fluvial patterns of Cottonwood Creek may have 
included flow across the divide into the modified Fish Creek 
drainage.  
The ice deployment of the Crystal Creek lobe was very similar 
to the Upper Gros Ventre lobe during the Bull Lake glaciation (fig. 
32). The ice was confined to the Crystal Creek canyon until the 
canyon wall decreased to an elevation of 2581 m. (7600 ft.).  The 
glacier, then, breached the canyon walls, spread laterally into a 
foot glacier at the junction of Crystal Creek and Gros Ventre River 
and stagnated near its margin.  The terminal position of the eastern 
margin of the Crystal Creek lobe is.tentative due to the lack of end 
moraine deposits.  The western margin of the glacier expanded 
« 
downvalley around the bedrock knob, blocked the East Miner Creek 
glacier as it entered the Gros Ventre canyon and abutted against the 
West Miner Creek glacier near its terminal position. 
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Figure 32.  Reconstructed ice deployment of the Crystal Creek lobe, 
and the East and West Miner Creek glaciers during the Bull Lake 
glaciation. 
Meltwater from the Upper Gros Ventre lobe, flowing down the 
Gros Ventre River, was directed to the northwest, around the ice 
front of the Crystal Creek lobe (fig. 32). Ponding of the Gros 
Ventre River may have occurred as a result of the Crystal Creek 
lobe's terminal position.  If a lake was formed, subsequent erosion 
and Holocene mass wasting (Upper Slide) has removed all evidence of 
its existence. 
The East Miner Creek glacier was entirely confined to its 
source canyon." This is a result of the limited drainage area of 
East Miner Creek and is documented by the well defined end moraine 
positions.  The West Miner Creek glacier extended approxiamately 1 
km. (.62 mi.) beyond :the mouth of the source canyon but was 
constricted laterally by the ice front of the Crystal Creek lobe.  A 
large meltwater channel developed between the Crystal Creek lobe and 
the East and West Miner Creek glaciers, directing ice marginal 
drainage into the Gros Ventre River (fig. 32). 
Upvalley flow of the Jackson Hole lobe into the Gros Ventre 
canyon probably did not recur in the Bull Lake glaciation.  However, 
the terminal position of the Bull Lake glacier occupying the Jackson 
Hole basin has not been defined. The position of moraine remnants 
on the west side of the Jackson Hole basin (refer to fig. 5) may 
indicate that the Bull Lake glacier reached as far south as 
Blacktail Butte. If this is true,  the Kelly drift deposits near 
Kelly Warm Springs (beyond the mouth of the Gros Ventre canyon) may 
be Bull Lake deposits or a mixture of Bull Lake and Pre-Bull Lake 
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till. The topographic elevation (approx. 2380 m.,7000 ft.) of the 
other Kelly tills excludes a Bull Lake age designation and therefore 
upvalley flow. Until more data become available, the configuration 
of the Bull Lake glacier near the mouth of the Gros Ventre canyon in 
the Jackson Hole basin cannot be determined. 
Finedaie Glaciation: 
Till and outwash correlated to the Pinedale glaciation include 
Fish Creek (Upper Canyon group) and Crystal Creek (Middle Canyon 
group) drifts.  The moraines are all well developed and occur inside 
moraines of the older Bull Lake glaciation.  The Pinedale glaciers 
originated in the cirques of the Gros Ventre drainage basin and 
remained isolated valley glaciers at their maximum downvalley 
extension. Figure 33 is a reconstruction of the ice deployment in 
the study area during the Pinedale maximum. 
During the maximum Pinedale advance, the Upper Gros Ventre lobe 
was confined to the Gros Ventre canyon until the canyon walls 
decreased to an elevation of approxiamately 2652 m. (7800 ft.).  The 
glacier then breached the canyon walls and extended into the valley 
flat producing a somewhat smaller foot glacier than existed during 
the Bull Lake glaciation (fig. 31*) • Extensive stagnation occurred 
at the margins of the foot glacier as evidenced by the wide Fish 
Creek 1 moraines covered with well developed ice disintegration 
features. 
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Figure 33. Reconstructed ice deployment in the Gros Ventre canyon 
during the maximum advance of the Pinedale glaciation (Fish Creek 
drift 1 and Crystal Creek drift). 
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Figure 3U.  Reconstructed ice deployment of the Upper Gros Ventre 
lobe during the maximum advance of the Pinedale glaciation. 
The drainage pattern produced by the first stade of the 
Pinedale glaciation was very similar to the pattern produced during 
the Bull Lake glaciation. The present Fish Creek drainage was 
partially blocked bvpd&e Upper Gros Ventre lobe, forcing the 
meltwater into Cottonwood Creek and around the ice front to the Gros 
Ventre River. In addition, a large ice marginal meltwater channel 
developed between the Soda Mountain and Fish Creek lateral moraines 
on the east side of the Gros Ventre canyon (fig. 3*0. 
The Pinedale maximum (Fish Creek 1) was followed by at least 
5.4 km. (3.4 mi.) of retreat from the terminal ice position of the 
Upper Gros Ventre lobe.  The retreat probably occurred in response 
to continued stagnation of the foot glacier, followed by rapid 
retreat of active ice once the glacier was again confined to the 
Gros Ventre canyon. The still-stand ice position which produced the 
Fish Creek 2 moraine marks the second stade ^ the Pinedale 
glaciation (fit.;. 35).  During this stade, the Upper Gros Ventre lobe 
was totally contained in the canyon, depositing an end moraine 
complex across the canyon floor.  Due to the confined nature of the 
canyon, meltwater associated with ice retreat from this position 
washed over the Fish Creek 2 moraine and obliterated much of its 
surface morphology.  The geographic location of Fish Creek 2 gravel 
inside the Fish Creek 1 moraines suggests that the meltwater 
breached the end moraine producing a drainage pattern similar to the 
modern configuration (fig. 35). 
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Figure 35.  Reconstructed ice deployment of the Upper pros Ventre 
lobe during the second stade (Fish Creek drift 2) of the Pinedale 
glaciation. 
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The ice deployment of the Crystal Creek lobe during the first 
stade of the Pinedale glaciation (Crystal Creek drift) followed the 
same general flow path as during the Bull Lake glaciation (fig. 36). 
The glacier was again confined to the Crystal Creek canyon until it 
breached the canyon wall at an elevation of 2516 m. (7^00 ft.) near 
the terminus. Rapid thinning associated with the formation of a 
foot glacier resulted in extensive ice stagnation in the valley flat 
at the junction of Crystal Creek and Gros Ventre River. The bedrock 
dipslope underlying the eastern portion of the foot glacier caused 
separation of a large block of ice and shifted the active ice front 
upvalley and to the west.  This mechanism produced two 
contemporaneous moraines (inner and outer on fig. 17) on the east 
side of Crystal Creek which correlate to a single composite moraine 
on the west side of the canyon.  The western margin of the Crystal 
Creek lobe spread downvalley until it abutted against the bedrock 
knob which constricted further extension of the glacier (fig. 36). 
Ice marginal drainage cut deep, well developed meltwater 
channels between the Crystal Creek and Red Hills moraines correlated 
to the Crystal Creek canyon. Meltwater from the eastern (upvalley) 
portion of the Crystal Creek lobe flowed into the Gros Ventre River 
and around the ice front, approximately following the river's 
present course.  On the west, meltwater cut through the older Red 
Hills moraine and flowed into the Gros Ventre River (refer to fig. 
36). 
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Figure 36.  Reconstructed ice deployment of the Crystal Creek lobe 
and the East and V/est Miner Creek glaciers during the maximum 
advance of the Pinedale glaciation. 
The East and West Miner Creek glaciers were both confined to 
their source canyons during the Pinedale maximum (fig. 36). *This is 
documented by the well developed end and lateral moraine loops along 
East and West Miner Creeks. Downvalley glacier flow was probably 
restricted by the older fled Hills till occupying the mouths of both 
canyons. Pinedale glaciers overrode the Bull Lake tills to a 
limited extent but were not large enough to breach the barriers and 
extend into the Gros Ventre canyon. Meltwater was directed around 
the outer margins and over the Red Hills moraines, reoccupying 
drainage ohannels cut during the Bull Lake glaciation (refer  to fig. 
36). 
Ice deployment for the second stade of the Pindale glaciation 
cannot be reconstructed for the Crystal Creek lobe and the East and 
West Miner Creek glaciers as recessional moraines correlative with 
this event do not occur within the bounds of the study area. 
Detailed field mapping upvalley from the present study area is 
necessary before the ice deployment of later Pinedale and possibly 
Neoglacial advances can be determined. 
As in the Bull Lake glaciation, the Jackson "Hole lobe did not 
extend up the Gros Ventre canyon during the Pinedale glaciation. 
The terminal position of the glacier occupying the Jackson Hole 
basin was the Burned Ridge moraine just south of Jackson Lake (Love, 
et.al., 1971; refer to fig. 5). The Burned Ridge moraine is 
approxiamately 11 km. (6.8 mi.) north of the mouth of the Gros 
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Ventre canyon and therefore, upvalley flow of a glacier sourced in 
Jackson Hole is impossible. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Detailed field mapping and air photo interpretation revealed at 
least three major glaciations in the Gros Ventre canyon, represented 
by numerous moraine complexes and associated glaciofluvial terraces. 
To avoid unsubstantiated correlations, an informal statigraphic 
nomemclature was developed based on Article 58 of the North American 
Stratigraphic Code (1983). Unit designation and description are 
based on preservation of moraine morphology, downvalley extent of 
deposits, spatial relationships of moraines and terraces and soil 
developement. The units defined in the study area are tentatively 
correlated to the Pre-Bull Lake (oldest), Bull Lake and Pinedale 
glaciations (youngest) of the Rocky Mountain Glacial Model of Mears 
(197^) for west-central Wyoming.  A detailed pebble and heavy 
mineral provenance investigation was performed on till and selected 
outwash deposits in the Gros Ventre canyon to aid in deciphering ice 
deployment patterns during each glaciation. 
Three distinct allogroups were defined in the Gros Ventre 
canyon:  the Upper Canyon group, Middle Canyon group and the Lower 
Canyon group. Upper Canyon deposits occur along the Gros Ventre 
River near its junction with Fish Creek; Middle Canyon group 
deposits occur along Crystal Creek, East Miner Creek, West Miner 
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Creek and the Gros Ventre River between Upper Slide and Lower Slide 
Lake; and Lower Canyon group deposits occur along the Gros Ventre 
River between the west end of Lower Slide-Lake and Kelly, Wyoming. 
The Upper Canyon group has been subdivided into three 
alloformations based on the spatial distribution and morphology of 
moraines and outwash terraces.  The alloformations are informally 
named the "Bacon Ridge drift" (oldest), "Soda Mountain drift" and 
"Fish Creek drift" (youngest) afid tentatively correlated to the Pre- 
Bull Lake, Bull Lake and Pinedale glaciations, respectively. Two 
Fish Creek terrace elevations, controlled by different base levels, 
allow subdivision of the Fish Creek drift into two allomembers 
named:  "Fish Creek'drift 1" and "Fish Creek Drifts". Moraine 
geometry suggests deposition of the Upper Canyon deposits by a 
glacier occupying the upper Gros Ventre canyon. 
The characteristic provenance assemblages of the Upper Canyon 
group deposits are presented below.  Pebble and heavy mineral types 
are listed in order of abundance. 
Bacon Ridge drift 
Pebble assemblage:  quartzi.te (40?), intrusive igneous/metamorphic 
(38$), sandstone (22$). 
Soda Mountain drift 
-Pebble assemblage: sandstone (30-57$), limestone/dolomite (23- 
38$), quartzite (2-18$). : 
H&avy mineral assemblage:  opaques (39-^3$), variable secondary 
minerals (0-16$). 
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Fish Creek drift 
Pebble assemblage: sandstone (30-48$), limestone/dolomite (24- 
56$), quartzite (2-14$). 
Heavy mineral assemblage: opaques (36—42$), variable secondary 
minerals (0-19$). 
The provenance assemblages of the Soda Mountain and Fish Creek 
drifts reflect the greater proportion of Mesozoic elastics verses 
Paleozoic carbonates cropping out in the upper Gros Ventre canyon. 
Variations from the general provenance trends are probably due to 
localized concentrations of Paleozoic rock. Therefore, the upper 
Gros Ventre glacier originated in the cirques of the Gros Ventre 
canyon during the Bull Lake and Pinedale glaciations. 
The occurrance of intrusive igneous and metamorphic lithologies 
in the Bacon Ridge drift of the Upper Canyon group indicates a 
source area outside the Gros Ventre drainage basin.  Igneous and 
metamorphic rocks- occur only in Precambrian units in the area and do 
not outcrop in the headwaters of the Gros Ventre River. Precambrian 
units do outcrop in the headwaters of Fish Creek and in the Gros 
Ventre Range, adjacent to the drainage divide of the Gros Ventre 
River.  Deposition of the Bacon Ridge drift solely by a Fish Creek 
tributary glacier was rejected due to the geographic position of a 
Bacon Ridge deposit along the Gros Ventre River, upvalley from its 
junction with Fish Creek. 
Pre-BullxLake outlet glaciers emanating from a Gros Ventre 
Range ice cap and flowing into the Gros Ventre canyon is currently 
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the most logical hypothesis for the source of the Bacon Ridge drift. 
According to this hypothesis, the provenance assemblage of the Bacon 
Ridge drift reflects the mixing of sedimentary units from the Gros 
Ventre drainage basin with igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary 
units from the adjacent mountains. The ice cap hypothesis is 
supported by two additional factors:  (1) a Pre-Bull Lake till on 
Deer Ridge, just over the divide of the Gros Ventre River, 
containing Precambrian, Paleozoic and Mesozoic units (Eschman, 
et.al., 1983b) and«,(2) the topographically smooth, flat-topped 
configuration of most of the Gros Ventre Range along the drainage 
divide suggesting glacial modification. 
Preservation of moraine morpholohgy ^nd the geographic 
distribution of moraines and outwash terraces allow subdivision of 
the Middle.Canyon group into three alloformations herein named: 
"Grizzly Lake drift" (oldest), "Red Hills drift" and "Crystal Creek 
drift" (youngest).  The alloformations are correlated to the Bacon 
Ridge, Soda Mountain and Fish Creek drifts of the Upper Canyon group 
and the Pre-Bull Lake, Bull Lake and Pinedale glaciations, 
respectively. Moraine geometry suggests deposition of the majority 
of the Middle Canyon group deposits by glaciers occupying Crystal 
Creek, East Miner Creek and West Miner Creek canyons. 
The characteristic provenance assemblages of the Middle Canyon 
group deposits are presented below. The Grizzly Lake drift is 
subdivided into two groups (the till south of the Gros Ventre River 
near Grizzly Lake and the till and gravel north of the Gros Ventre 
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River near Horsetail Creek) due to their very different provenance 
assemblages. Pebble and heavy mineral types are listed in order of 
abundance. 
Southern Grizzly Lake drift 
Pebble assemblage: sandstone (18-581), limestone/dolomite (10- 
35?), quartzite (13-28?), siltstone (6-23?), intrusive 
igneous/metamorphic (2-5$). 
Heavy mineral assemblage: opaques (68-82$), mica (12-15?). 
Northern Grizzly Lake drift 
Pebble assemblage: quartzite (42-65?), sandstone (6-27?), 
intrusive igneous/metamorphic (7-20?), extrusive igneous (0-2?- 
tuff) . 
Heavy mineral assemblage: epidote (17-34?), opaques (21-30?), 
amphibole (18-22?), garnet (5-18?). 
Red Hills drift 
Pebble assemblage:  limestone/dolomite (24-62?), sandstone (23- 
44?), siltstone (10-19?). 
Heavy mineral assemblage: opaques (54-74?), mica (12-15?). 
Crystal Creek drift 
Pebble assemblage: limestone/dolomite (27-66?), sandstone (21^ 
50?), siltstone (9-15?). 
Heavy mineral assemblage: opaques (50-75?), mica (13-23?). 
The provenance assemblages of the Red Hills and Crystal Creek 
drift indicate a Crystal Creek, East Miner Creek and West Miner 
Creek source area, but could not distinguish between deposits 
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geographically situated in a particular tributary canyon.  The 
pebble and heavy mineral assemblages reflect the greater proportion 
of Paleazoic carbonate verses Mesozoic elastics in the source area. 
Variations from the general provenance trends are probably due to an 
outcrop belt of Mesozoic rock along the eastern canyon wall of 
Crystal Creek or the incorporation of inwash gravels from the upper 
Gros Ventre canyon (dominated by Mesozoic elastics) by the advancing 
Crystal Creek glacier. 
Based on the present data, the Gros Ventre Range ice cap, 
suggested as the source of the Bacon Ridge drift of the Upper Canyon 
group, is the most logical hypothesis for the source of the Grizzly 
Lake drift.  Outlet glaciers flowing into the canyons of the Gros 
Ventre drainage basin can account for the unusual occurrance of 
intrusive igneous, metamorphic and quartzite pebbles in the Grizzly 
Lake deposits.  These litholohies are totally lacking on,less 
abundant in the younger Kiddle Canyon group deposits, correlated to 
glaciers confined to Crystal Creek, East Miner Creek and West Miner 
Creek canyons.  The localized occurrence of tuff however, suggests 
incorporation from within the Gros Ventre drainage basin, probably 
by the reworking of inwash gravels from the Tertiary outcrops north 
of the Gros Ventre River. 
The similarity in the heavy mineral assemblages between the 
southern Grizzly Lake deposits and the Red Hills and Crystal Creek 
drifts suggests the channeling of outlet glaciers from the Gros 
Ventre Range ice cap into Crystal Creek, East Miner Creek and West 
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Miner Creek canyons. In addition, the dissimilarity of the northern 
Grizzly Lake provenance assemblage in relation to all the other 
deposits in the study area may indicate the coalescing of all the 
outlet glaciers in the Gros Ventre drainage basin into a composite 
glacier occupying the Gros Ventre canyon. 
Relative dating parameters indicated subdivision of the Lower 
Canyon group into one alloformation herein named the "Kelly drift". 
Kelly till and outwash is correlated to the Bacon Ridge drift (Upper 
Canyon group), Grizzly Lake drift (Middle Canyon group) and the Pre- 
Bull Lake glaciation.  The provenance assemblages of the Kelly drift 
and the Burned Ridge and Potholes moraine in Jackson Hole are 
presented below. Pebble and heavy mineral types are listed in order 
of abundance. 
Kelly drift 
Pebble assemblage:  quartzite (31-70?), intrusive 
igneous/metamorphic (6-12$), extrusive igneous (5-9$ - rhyolite, 
andesite, basalt, tuff), variable sedimentary units (0-43$). 
Heavy mineral assemblage: epidote (43-67$), opaques (11-21$), 
amphibole (8-16$). 
Jackson Hole tills 
Pebble assemblage: quartzite (44-66$), intrusive 
igneous/metamorphic (22$), extrusive igneous (12-14$ - rhyolite, 
andesite, basalt, tuff), variable sedimentary units (0-12$). 
Heavy mineral assemblage: epidote (51-61$), opaques (15-18$), 
amphibole (6-13$). 
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The provenance assemblages of the Kelly drift and the Jackson 
Hole tills indicate correlation of these deposits. Therefore, the 
Kelly drift was deposited by a lobe of ice flowing up the Gros 
Ventre canyon from a glacier occupying the Jackson Hole basin. 
Upvalley glacier flow from Jackson Hole during the Pre-Bull Lake 
glaciation is supported by three additional factors:  (1) the lack 
of volcanic rocks (excluding tuff) in the Upper and Middle Canyon 
drifts, (2) the increasing percentages of sedimentary pebbles in an 
upvalley direction in the Kelly drift and (3) the similar internal 
characteristics (well rounded, striated cobbles in a sandy matrix) 
of most of the Kelly tills and the Jackson Hole tills.  In addition, 
the lack of rhyolite, basalt and andesite in the Grizzly Lake pebble 
assemblage indicates that the Pre-Bull Lake glacier flowing up the 
Gros Ventre canyon could not have deposited the Grizzly Lake drift. 
Detailed surficial mapping, relative dating parameters and 
provenance assemblages allowed reconstruction of the ice deployment 
during each stage of glaciation represented in the study area. The 
glaciers occupying the major glaciated canyons are named: "Upper 
Gros Ventre lobe", "Crystal Creek lobe", "East Miner Creek glacier", 
"West Miner Creek glacier" and "Jackson Hole lobe". 
The isolated distribution and disected morphology of the Bacon 
Ridge (Upper Canyon group), Grizzly Lake (Middle Canyon group) and 
Kelly (Lower Canyon group) drifts make reconstructed ice deployment 
for the Pre-Bull Lake glaciation tentative at best. Two models are 
proposed for the configuration of the Pre-Bull Lake glaciers, 
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representing the maximum (fig. 27) and minimum (fig. 29) downvalley 
extent of the outlet glaciers occupying the glaciated canyons of the 
study area.  The maximum model (Hypothesis A) involves the 
coalescing of all the outlet glaciers from the Gros Ventre'"Range ice 
cap into a composite* glacier flowing down the Gros Ventre canyon. 
The terminal position of this composite glacier is probably the 
downvalley extent of the Grizzly Lake till. The minimum model 
(Hypothesis B) separates the Upper Gros Ventre lobe and a Fish Creek 
tributary glacier from a foot glacier produced by the coalescing of 
the Crystal Creek lobe and the East and West Miner Creek glaciers in 
the Gros Ventre canyon.  The terminal positions of the foot glacier 
and the Upper Gros Ventre lobe are infered from the downvalley 
extent of the Grizzly Lake and Bacon Ridge drift, respectively. In 
addition, all the glaciers in Hypothesis B were sourced from the 
Gros Ventre Range ice cap.0:4?. 
In both models,, the Jackson Hole lobe flowed up the Gros Ventre 
canyon, blocking the drainage of the Gros Ventre River and producing 
a glacial lake between the ice .fronts. The upvalley extent of the 
Kelly tills is thought to be the terminal position of the Jackson 
Hole lobe. The existence of the glacial lake is evidenced by the 
silty matrix, well developed clast fabric and strong fissility of 
the Kelly till adjacent to the Lower Gros Ventre Slide (Eschman, 
et.al., 1983). 
The Bull Lake glaciation in the Gros Ventre canyon was much 
less extensive than the older Pre-Bull Lake glaciation and very 
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similar in character to, albeit slightly more extensive than, the 
subsequent Pinedale glaciation.  Provenance assemblages and moraine 
morphology of the Soda Mountain (Upper Canyon group) and Red Hills 
(Middle Canyon group) drifts indicate that the Bull Lake glaciers 
originated in the cirqy.es of the Gros Ventre drainage basin and 
occured as separate lobes of ice, confined to individual canyons 
(fig. 30-32). In addition, upvalley flow of the Jackson Hole lobe 
in the Gros Ventre canyon did not recur in the Bull Lake and 
Pinedale glaciations. 
In the Bull Lake reconstruction, the Upper Gros Ventre and 
JS- 
Crystal Creek lobes spread laterally,, into foot glaciers and 
stagnated near their margins. The terminal positions of both foot 
glaciers are infered from the geographic positions of lateral and 
eno moraine remnants.  Ponding of tne Gros Ventre River may have 
occured as a result of the Crystal Creek lobe's terminal position. 
If a lake was formed, subsequent erosion and mass wasting (Upper 
Slide) has removed all evidence of its existance.  The East Miner 
Creek glacier was entirely confined to its source canyon due to the 
limited drainage area of East Miner Creek.  The West Miner Creek 
glacier extended slightly beyond the mouth of its source canyon but 
was constrictly laterally by the ice front of the Crystal Creek 
lobe. 
The maximum advance of the Pinedale glaciation followed the 
same general flow paths as those of the Bull Lake glaciation in the 
Gros Ventre canyon but was slightly less extensive (fig. 33-35).. 
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The maximum downvalley extent of the Pinedale glaciers is marked by 
the moraines of Fish Creek drift 1 (Upper Canyon group) and Crystal 
Creek drift (Kiddle Canyon group). In the reconstruction of the 
Pinedale maximum, the Upper Gros Ventre and Crystal Creek lobes 
spread laterally into foot glaciers and stagnated near their 
margins.  The East and West Miner Creek glaciers were" confined to 
their source canyons. Downvalley glacier flow was probably 
restricted by the Red Hills till occupying the mouth of East and 
West Miner Creek canyons. 
The still-stand ice position which produced the Fish Creek 
drift 2 (Upper Canyon group) marks the second stade of the Pinedale 
glaciation in the Gros Ventre canyon. During this stade, the Upper 
Gros Ventre lobe was totally confined in the canyon, depositing an 
end moraine complex across the canyon floor (fig. 36).  The ice 
deployment for the Crystal Creek lobe and the East and West Miner 
Creek glaciers cannot be reconstructed for the second stade of the 
Pinedale glaciation as Middle Canyon group drift correlative with 
this event did not occur within the bounds of the study area. 
Detailed field mapping upvalley from the present study area is 
necessary before the ice deplpyment of later Pinedale and possibly 
Neoglacial advances can be determined. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Pebble Provenance Data 
Abbreviations refer to the following rock types: 
Qtz = quartzite 
Inl/Met) = intrusive igneous/metamorphic 
ExI = extrusive igneous 
SS = sandstone 
Lms/Dol = limestone/dolomite 
Silst = siltstone 
Sh = shale 
141 
Sample Qtz Inl/Met ExI SS v Lms/Do] L Silst Sh Total 
Number Counts 
UC-1 13 0 0 30 56 0 1 100 
UC-2 18 0 0 36 29 7 10 100 
UC-3 40 38 0 22 0 0 0 100 
UC-4 22 0 0 34 24 14 6 100 
UC-6 2 0 0 48 26 1 23 100 
UC-7 4 0 0 57 23 6 10 100 
UC-8 8 0 0 30 38 8 16 100 
UC-9 3 0 0 37 38 11 11 100 
UC-10 14 0 0 38 24 10 14 100 
CC-11 3 0 0 50 27 9 11 100 
CC-12 13 0 0 44 24 12 7 100 
CC-13 0 0 0 30 55 9 6 100 
CC-1 8 0 0 0 36 46 10 8 100 
CC-23 0 0 0 23 59 15 3 100 
CC-24 0 0 0 27 54 19 0 100 
EN-14 0 0 0 21 66 11 2 100 
EM-15 0 0 0 25 62 • 10 3 100 
EM-16 0 0 0 24 62 10 4 100 
EM-17 0 0 0 29 56 12 2 100 
WI1-19 0 0 0 28 55 16 1 100 
WM-20 0 0 0 27 57 10 6 100 
WM-21 0 0 0 23 57 15 5 100 
WM-22 0 0 0 24 56 14 6 100 
GL-25 13 2 0 18 35 23 9 100 
GL-26 21 3 0 26 33 15 2 100 
GL-27 17 2 0 31 31 15 4 100 
GL-39 28 2 0 35 15 10 10 100 
GL-40 25 5. 0 36 11 14 9 100 
GL-41 14 4 0 58 10 6 8 100 
HH-28 65 9 0 17 1 2 6 100 
HH-29 57 12 1 26 1 1 2 100 
HH-30 47 14 0 22 10 4 3 100 
HH-31 42 11 0 26 11 3 7 100 
HT-35 57 7 1 14 11 4 6 100 
HT-36 45 7 0 27 7 7 7 100 
HT-37 60 11 0 12 13 2 2 100 
HT-38 62 20 2 6 6 2 2 100 
SV-42 35 8 8 13 24 7 5 * 100 
SV-43 35 . 9 6 2 43 3 2 100 
SV-44 46 12 6 10 18 7 1 100 
SV-45 31 10 9 10 30 6 4 100 
SV-48 41 6 7 19 20 6 1 100 
K-52 59 9 8 4 12 7 1 100 
K-53 67 11 5 13 1 2 1 100 
K-54 64 12 8 9 2 4 1 100 
K-55 70 12 7 7 3 1 0 100 
K-56 40 12 9 18 13 8 '."  0 100 
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Sample   Qtz  Inl/Met ExI   SS  Lms/Dol Silst  Sh   Total 
Number Counts 
JH-50 56 22 12 8 0 2 0 100 
JH-51 HH 22 1U 12 H , H 0 100 
*i 
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APPENDIX 2 
Heavy Mineral Provenance Data: Raw Counts 
Abbreviations refer to the following minerals: 
Op = opaques 
Zr = zircon 
An = amphibole 
Fl = fluorit'e 
Gt = garnet 
Mi = mica 
i  Ep = epidote 
Px = pyroxene 
An = andalusite 
Tm = tourmaline 
St = staurolite 
Si r sillimanite 
Rt = rutile 
Ch = chlorite 
Mz = monazite 
Ap = apatite 
1HH 
Sample Op Zi Fl Am Gt Mi Ep Px An Tin St Si Rt Ch Mz Ap Tota: 
Number Coun 
UC-2 154 35 63 22 29 11 4 0 21 24 6 7 9 0 0 1 386 
UC-4 158 39 72 23 15 18 5 0 23 16 3 4 12 0 0 1 389 
UC-6 161 30 74 11 17 14 9 2 22 12 2 3 8 7 10 0 382 
UC-7 152 54 24 26 14 60 26 6 6 10 2 0 2 0 12 0 394 
UC-8 157 38 28 23 20 26 37 7 13 13 2 0 9 0 11 1 385 
UC-9 162 34 20 26 21 21 32 5 13 16 6 2 3 0 10 0 381 
UC-10 137 37 12 46 32 20 33 15 18 14. 2 9 6 0 5 0 386 
£         CC-11 193 26 21 13 4 88 8 0 8 0 1 1 2 7 1 0 383 
^         CC-12 170 16 15 64 33 9 35 17 •19 1 2 3' 2 0 3 0 389 
CC-13 197 25 15. 25 6 68 19 6 11 0 1 0 5 2 2 0 382 
CC-18 186 16 7 44 12 40 59 8 16 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 393 
CC-23 140 16 9 66 69 18 "52 15 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 393 
CC-24 134 13 8 63 65 19 61 19 3 1 0 1 0 0 4 0 391 
01-11 287 9 8 3 8 51 6 1 8 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 383 
EM-15 209 16 2 26 6 56 29 6 28 5 0 0 2 0 0 2 387 
EM-16 257 16 5 15 3 49 17 7 14 0 0 0 3 0 0 2 387 
EM-17 272 10 4 20 2 59 4 4 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 386 
WM-19 289 15 2 9 2 48 9 0 10 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 389 
WM-20 294 9 3 5 4 64 '6 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 393 
WH-21 295 10 3 7 2 58 '11 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 393 
WM-22 236 20 5 15 2 50 33 11 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 392 
Sample Op Zr Fl Am Gt Mi Ep Px An - Tm St Si Rt Ch Mz Ap Total 
Number Counts 
GL-25 325 13 0 1 0 48 5 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 397 
GL-27 301 10 0 7 2 58 12 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 396 
GL-39 320 8 2 0 3 51 7 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 397 
GL-40 271 23 1 7 11 46 22 6 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 398 
GL-41 315 14 0 Q 1 60 5 1 ■3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 400 
HH-29 89 22 0 73 30 45 108 22 3 1 2 1 0 .. 0 0 0 396 
HH-30 84 19 0. 82 47 25 101 23 3 0 7 0 0 0 9 0 398 
HH-31 88 14 0 80 19 33 135 23 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 398 
cr* HT-36 113 21 0 86 62 22 65 16 0 0 7 0 1 0 0 1 394 
HT-37 120 11 0 77 72 24 66 18 1 0 8 1 0 0 2 0 399 
SV-43 48 4 0 50 22 17 230 9 1 5 7 2 0 0 2 1 398 
SV-44 82 8 0 65 41 7 170 19 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 399 
SV-45 62 7 0 58 22 22 181 19 1 3 7 2 1 0 9 0 394 
SV-48 52 10 0 51 23 17 2J1 21 1 2 8 3 0 0 0 1 400 
K-53 49 5 0 41 24 10 247 14 0 1 7 0 0 0 0 0 400 
K-54 42 9 0 30 25 9 266 8 0 0 10 1 0 0 0 0 400 
K-55 53 13 0 42 36 9 218 20 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 0 400 
K-56 64 10 0 42 25 5 228 12 0 0 12 1 0 0 0 0 400 
JH-50 72 5 0 52 15 9 202 33 1 0 6 4 0 0 1 0 400 
JH-51 61 9 0 24 28 10 244 10 0 0 13 1 0 0 0 0 400 
APPENDIX T 
Heavy Mineral Provenance Data: Frequency Percentages 
Abbreviations refer to the following minerals: 
Op = opaques 
Zr = zircon 
Am = amphibole 
Gt = garnet 
Mi = mica 
Ep = epidote 
Px = pyroxene 
An = andalusite 
Tm = tourmaline 
TR = trace minerals - rutile, apatite, 
sillimanite, staurolite,monizite, 
chlorite 
N 
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Sample Op Zr Fl Am Gt Mi EP Px An Tm TR Total 
Number Counts 
UC-2 39.7 9.0 16.2 5.7 7.5 2.8 1.0 0.0 5.4 6.2 6.0 386 
uc-4 40.5 10.1 18.6 5.9 3.9 4.6 1.3 0.0 5.9 4.1 5.1 389 
UC-6 42.2 7.9 19.6 2.9 4.5 3-7 2.4 0.5 5.8 3.1 7.8 382 
UC-7 38.6 13.7 6.1 6.6 3^6 15.2 6.6 1.5 ,1.5 . 2.5 4.1 394 
UC-8 40.8 9.9 7.3 6.0 5.2. 6.8 9.6 1.8 3.4 3.4 6.0 385 
UC-9 42.5 8.9 5.3 6.8 5.5 5.5 8.4 1.3 3.4 4.2 5.5 381 
UC-10 35.5 9.6 3.1 11.9 8.3 5.2 8.6 3-9 4.7 3.6 5.7 386 
CC-11 50.4 6.8 5.5 3.4 1.0 23.0 2.1 0.0 2.1 0.0 3.2 383 
I—1 
CC-12 43.7 4.1 3.9 16.5 8.5 2.3 9.0 4.4 4.9 0.3 2.6 389 
CD 
CC-13 51.6 6.5 3.9 6.5 '1.6 17.8 5.0 1.6 2.9 0.0 2.6 382 
CC-18 47.3 4.1 1.8 11.2 3.1 10.2 15.0 2.0 4.1 0.5 0.8 393 
CC-23 35.6 4.1 2.3 16.8 17.6 4.6 13.2 3.8 1.8 0.3 0.0 393 
CC-24 34.3 3.3 2.-1 16.1 16.6 4.9 15.6 4.9 0.8 0.3 1.3 391 
HI-14 74.9 2.4 2.1 0.8 2.1 13-3 1.6 0.3 2.1 0.0 0.6 383 
EM-15 54.0 4.1 0.5 6.7 1.6 14.5 7.5 1.6 7.2 1.3 1.0 387 
EM-16 66.4* 4.1 1.3 3.9 0.8 12.7 4.4 1.8 3.6 0.0 1.3 387 
EM-17 70.5 2.6 1.0 5.2 0.5 15.3 1.0 1.0 2.9 0.0 0.5 386 
WM-19 74.3 3-9 0.5 2.3 0.5 12.3 2.3 0.0 2.6 0.0 1.3 389 
WM-20 74.8 2.3 0.8 1.3 1.0- 16.3 1-5 0.5 1.3 0.0 0.3 393 
WM-21 75.1 2.5 0.8 1.8 0.5 14.8 2.8 0.3 0.8 0.0 0.8 393 
WM-22    60.2   5.1    1.3   3-8   0.5   12.8   8.4   2.8   4.9   0.0   0.3   392 
Sample Op Zr Fl Am Gt Mi Ep Px An Tm    • TR Total 
Number Counts 
GL-25 81 .9 3.3 0.0 0.3 0.0 12.1 1.3 0.3 1.0 0.0 0.0 397 
GL-27 76.0 2.5 0.0 1.8 0.5 11.7 3-0 0.5 0.8 0.0 0.3 396 
GL-39 80.6 2.0 0.5 0.0 0.8 12.9 1.8 0.3 0.8 0.0 0.6 397 
GL-40 68.1 5.8 0.3 1.8 2.8 11.6 5.5 1.5 2.8 0.0 0.0 398 
GL-41 78.8 3.5 0.0 0.0 0.3 15.0 1.3 0.3 0.8 0.0 0.3 400 
HH-29 22.5 5.6 0.0 18.1 7.6 11. 4 27.2 5.6 0.8 0.3 0.8 396 
HH-30 21.1 4.8 0.0 20.6 ■11.8 6.3 25.3 5.8 0.8 0.0 4.1 398 
HH-31 22.1 3.5 0.0 20.1 4.8 8.3 33-9 5.8 0.5 0.3 0.8 398 
HT-36 28.7 5.3 0.0 21.8 15.7 5.6 16.5 4.1 0.0 0.0 2.4 394 
HT-37 30.1 2.8 0.0 19.3 18.1 6.0 16.5 4.5 0.3 0.0 2.8 399 
SV-43 12.1 1.0 0.0 12.6 5.5 ,4.3 57.8 2.3 0.3 1^J 3.1 398 
SV-44 20.6 2.0 0.0. 16.3 10.3 1.8 12.6 4.8 0.0 1.0 0.8 399 
SV-45 15.7 1.8 0.0 It.7 5.6 5.6 45.9 4.8 0.3 0.8 5.9 394 
SV-48 13-0 2.5 0.0 12.8 5.8 4.3 52.8 5.3 0.3 0.5 3.1 400 
K-53 12.3 1.3 0.0 10.3 6.0 2.5 61.8 3.5 0.0 0.3 1.8 400 
K-54 10.5 2.3 0.0 7.5 6.3 2.3 66.5 2.0 0.0 0.0 2.8 400 
K-55 13.3 3-3 0.0 10.5 9.0 2.3 54.5 5.0 0.0 0.0 2.3 400 
K-56 16.0 2.5 0.0 10.5 6.3 1.3 57.0 3-0 0.0 0.0 3.3 400 
JH-50 18.0 1.3 0.0 13.0 3.8 2.3 50.5 8.3 0.3 0.0 2.8 400 
JH-51 15.3 2.3 0.0 6.0 7.0 2.5 61.0 2.5 0.0 0.0 3.5 400 
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PLATE 5^    Heavy Mineral Provenance Data - Statistical populations from Q-mode cluster analysis 
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